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ABSTRACT 
 
Requirement and regulation of actin polymerization during endocytosis 
Roshni Basu 
 
Endocytosis, or cell ‘eating,’ is a process used by cells for functions such as ingesting 
foreign particles during an immune response, sensing environmental cues during 
development and fine-tuning communication between synapses during a neuronal 
transmission.  Endocytosis also allows individual cells to internalize their own protein 
and membrane components from the plasma membrane to maintain polarized growth, 
recycle membrane-bound receptors and perform quality control within the cell by guiding 
damaged proteins for degradation. The unicellular model organism, fission yeast, is an 
excellent system to study conserved aspects of endocytosis. Clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis, the focus of this thesis, involves the formation of a clathrin coat and 
polymerization of a branched actin network around the endocytic site, which facilitates 
internalization of the plasma membrane. The assembly of over 50 proteins during this 
process occurs under a minute with very high precision. However not much is known 
about the precise temporal regulation of these steps. 
 
In this thesis I report the discovery of a switch that regulates the timing of actin 
polymerization during endocytosis. I characterize a novel component of the endocytic 
machinery, dip1p, which is involved in regulating this switch. I highlight additional 
modes of activation of actin polymerization and endocytosis in dip1 mutants. In my 
assessment for the requirement for actin polymerization during endocytosis, I discover 
that one role of actin polymerization during the initial invagination step of endocytosis in 
yeast is to overcome the tremendous turgor pressure within the cell. I show that in certain 
mutants defective in actin polymerization, defects in endocytosis can be rescued by 
reducing turgor pressure. I also show that the cell wall does not contribute to forces 
required for endocytic internalization.  
 
Finally, I report the fortuitous sighting of filamentous actin in the nuclei of a certain 
mutant fission yeast cell, namely dip1for3 double mutant cells. An excess of nuclear actin 
leads to defects in nuclear architecture and appears to cause defects in chromosome 
segregation.   This finding establishes a model system to gain further insight into 
functions of nuclear actin. 
 
In summary, this thesis provides insights into the requirement and novel mechanisms of 
regulation of Arp2/3-mediated actin polymerization and furthers the understanding of 
mechanisms of endocytosis. These discoveries can form the basis for further studies in 
other conserved processes, such as cell migration, microbial pathogenesis and cell 
division that require polymerization of actin filaments.  
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How do cells grow and maintain shape at the same time? How do cells sense their 
environment and elicit rapid responses to sudden changes? A major phenomenon 
contributing to such dynamic aspects of the cell is the process of Endocytosis. The term 
‘Endocytosis’ was coined by Christian de Duve in 1963 to include both the ingestion of 
large particles (such as bacteria) and the uptake of fluids or macromolecules in small 
vesicles. According to de Duve (who also coined the terms lysosome and autophagy), "I 
was in a word-coining mood, and proposed the terms 'endocytosis' and 'exocytosis' at this 




Figure 1.  The early drawings and images of endocytosis. (Left) The first drawing by 
W.H. Lewis, 1937 and later images of pinocytotis in rat omental macrophages. (Right) 
Schematic drawing representing stages of endocytosis from Roth and Porter’s original 





The purpose of endocytosis is inherent in its definition – ‘cell eating’ or the 
internalization of extracellular particles or fluid along with the plasma membrane. 
However, the internalization of the plasma membrane itself also allows for the 
internalization and recycling of lipids and proteins that are integral to the plasma 
membrane such as transmembrane receptors, phospholipids and ion channels. Most 
eukaryotic cells continually engage in endocytosis for various purposes. Endocytosis of 
pathogens by macrophages and dendritic cells initiates the innate immune response. 
Endocytosis and recycling of receptors at a neurological synapse, for example, is a fast an 
efficient way of modulating communication between neurons (Smythies, 2000) whereby 
a local source for receptors and other membrane components can bypass the requirement 
for time and energy-consuming synthesis (Shupliakov, 2009). Maintenance of polarized 
growth is attributed not only to the directed delivery of growth components but also the 
removal of polarity components that are aberrantly localized elsewhere. Zones of 
endocytosis border zones of exocytosis at plant root tips where they serve to fine tune 
polarized growth (Zonia and Munnik, 2008). Migration of neurons and fibroblasts is also 
largely dependent on endocytosis where it not only acts to rapidly relocate components 
required for growth at the leading end, but also to remove components from the trailing 
end of the cell to allow forward movement (Kamiguchi, 2003; Ulrich and Heisenberg, 
2009). Pathogens take advantage of various endocytic mechanisms to gain entry into the 
host cell. (Anderson et al., 1996; Frei dit Frey and Robatzek, 2009; Pizarro-Cerda et al., 
2000). Much of the attempts to improve drug delivery have been based on the same 
principles utilized by these pathogens to avoid early degradation (Medina-Kauwe, 2007). 
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Pathways of endocytosis 
 
Receptor mediated endocytosis is the most specific and efficient way of internalization 
that requires ligand-receptor recognition followed by endocytosis of the plasma 
membrane region containing the receptor-ligand complex. Following endocytosis, the 
vesicle converges to a common sorting station from where those destined for recycling 
and degradation are separated. This compartment is known as the sorting or early 
endosome (EE) (Gruenberg et al., 1989). An important group of endocytic regulators are 
the Ras-associated binding (Rab) proteins (Chavrier et al., 1990; Lombardi et al., 1993; 
Van Der Sluijs et al., 1991). Through their interaction with Rab effectors they can carry 
out multiple roles such as vesicle fusion, budding and tethering (Gorvel et al., 1991; Guo 
et al., 1999; Rubino et al., 2000; Zerial and McBride, 2001). The topology of the EE is 
highly complex and is utilized for sorting purposes (Carlton et al., 2004). Cargo sorted 
for degradation is transported to the late endosomes and eventually incorporated into 
multivesicular bodies (MVBs) (Sotelo and Porter, 1959). Finally the fusion of MVBs to 
the lysosome carrying proteolytic enzymes leads to degradation (Bright et al., 2005; 
Bright et al., 1997; Futter et al., 1996). Cargo sorted for recycling pass through to various 
endomembranes such as the golgi apparatus, late endosomes, MVBs and recycling 
endosomes to finally make it back to the plasma membrane (Jovic et al., 2010).  
 
Receptor mediated endocytosis that involves the coat protein clathrin has been the most 
widely studied. However as early as the 1930s the existence of non-coated vesicles has 
been reported (Parkar et al., 2009). I have briefly discussed the various types of non-
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clathrin mediated endocytosis below and in the rest of my thesis have focused on 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.  
 
 
Figure 2. Various modes of entry into the cell (Mayor and Pagano, 2007) 
 
 
(i) Caveolae mediated – Heptamers of the protein caveolin that appear as spiral 
striations under SEM form the building blocks of a caveolae coat (Rothberg et al., 
1992). Caveolin is enriched in lipid rafts in the plasma membrane as well as in 
internal membranes such as the Golgi apparatus suggesting caveolae mediated 
membrane invaginations can occur in both these locations (Kurzchalia et al., 1992; 
van Deurs et al., 2003). Associated proteins such as Cavins may serve as adapters 
between caveolin and the cytoskeleton, a mechanism analogous to clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis (Hansen and Nichols, 2010). Membrane lipids and cholesterol have also 
been shown to modulate endocytosis via this pathway (Sharma et al., 2004). 
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(ii) Dynamin dependent  – Clathrin and calveolae mediated endocytosis is in most cases 
dependent on dynamin (yeast being an exception) for the final pinching off of the 
membrane (Henley et al., 1998; Herskovits et al., 1993). However, dynamin is also 
involved in coat-independent endocytosis for example in small GTPase RhoA 
dependent internalization of IL-2β receptor (Lamaze et al., 2001). 
 
(iii) Flotillin dependent – Flotillin proteins organize into lipid raft like microdomains 
that are morphologically similar to caveolae (Frick et al., 2007; Glebov et al., 2006). 
These domains are laterally motile in the plasma membrane and can be regulated by 
PM lipid components such as sphingolipids and cholesterol (Babuke and Tikkanen, 
2007). 
 
(iv) Phagocytosis and macropinocytosis – These processes involve mainly actin 
dependent internalization of relatively large (>1µm) patches of membranes 
(Swanson, 2008). Phagocytic cells such as macrophages, dendritic cells and 
neutrophils form cup shaped extensions of the plasma membrane around the 
ingesting particle. The striking shape changes of the cup from an open to a closed 
structure is dependent on acto-myosin (Swanson, 2008). Macropinocytosis occurs 
when ruffled regions of the plasma membrane form a pocket that eventually pinches 
off to form an extracellular fluid-filled vesicle inside the cell (Amyere et al., 2002).  
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(v) CLIC/GEEC (Clathrin Independent Carriers/ GPI-AP enriched Early Endosomal 
Compartment) pathway mediated – This pathway has been primarily characterized 
in the endocytosis of Cholera toxin binding subunit CTB (Kirkham et al., 2005). 
Uncoated ring shaped or tubular 40- to 80-nm vesicles containing GPI –anchored 
proteins and fluid phase markers are characteristic of this pathway (Mayor and 
Riezman, 2004; Sabharanjak et al., 2002).  
 
Several of these pathways may share common molecular machineries, for example those 
that involve the polymerization of actin and the use of dynamin. Small GTPases such as 
RhoA, Cdc42 and Arf6 have also been suggested to be key features in more than one 
endocytic pathway (Chavrier and Goud, 1999; Donaldson, 2003; Ellis and Mellor, 2000). 
Many of these common pathways have been hijacked by pathogens for their 
internalization into host cells. 
 
Mechanics of endocytosis  
 
The formation of an endocytic vesicle involves several sequential dramatic changes in 
membrane shape.  Mechanically we can divide the process into two distinct events – 
invagination of the plasma membrane and scission or pinching of the membrane into a 
vesicle. Sveral functional modules co-operatively produce these changes in membrane 
shape, though some modules take on a greater functional importance than others in 
different cell types. All mechanisms eventually generate forces to overcome large energy 
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penalties against the bending rigidity of the plasma membrane and turgor pressure within 
the cell.  
 
Coat proteins such as clathrin act as a scaffold to force membrane curvature through 
interaction with proteins such as epsin and AP-2 (Schmid, 1997; Traub, 2009b). The 
clathrin triskelion consists of hexagonal and pentagonal cells (Kirchhausen et al., 1986; 
Ungewickell and Branton, 1981). The initial assembly of clathrin is as horizontal 
hexagonal arrays. Association with membrane bending proteins such as epsin, AP-180 
and BAR domain proteins rather than clathrin per se causes the membrane to curve (Ford 
et al., 2002; Reider et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 1998), whereas clathrin simply acts as a 
cage to maintain the structure. In yeast, actin polymerization is thought to be the main 
driving force for membrane invagination. However, small invaginations of the plasma 
membrane at the endocytic site are seen much before actin is polymerized, through EM 
studies (Idrissi et al., 2008). This suggests that the clathrin coat might be responsible for 
producing the initial curvature in association with BAR domain proteins, which then 
trigger recruitment of the actin polymerization machinery.  
 
Bin/Amphiphysin/Rvs (as well as F-BAR and I-BAR) domains also function in 
membrane remodeling. Crystal structures reveal that two alpha-helical coiled coil regions 
of BAR domain proteins dimerize to form a banana shape like structure that bind to 
membrane lipids via electrostatic interactions through its positively charged concave 
surfaces (Peter et al., 2004). Self-oligomerizing BDP helices bind tightly to already 
concave membranes and further bend them. The curvature sensing and curvature 
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producing properties of BDPs provide a feedback loop for propagating membrane 
curvature that can deform the membrane into tubules of diameter 20-100nm (Dawson et 
al., 2006; Zimmerberg and McLaughlin, 2004). The F-BAR (a BAR domain with an FCH 
homology region or FCH-BAR) module has a much larger dimerization interface (Henne 
et al., 2007; Shimada et al., 2007). This, along with distinct kink angles in the helices of 
each monomer, creates a concave lipid-binding surface with a lower intrinsic curvature 
than that observed in BAR modules. Another weakly homologous module is created by 
IRSp53-MIM homology domain (IMD) dimerization (Mattila et al., 2007). Here, 
dimerization creates a convex lipid-binding surface. This module appears to bind to 
membranes curved in the opposite direction to those bound by BAR domains, and are 
known as inverse BAR (I-BAR) domains. BAR domain containing FCHo (F-BAR 
domain containing Fer/Cip4 homology domain-only) proteins, amphiphysin, endophilin 
and Sorting nexin 9 are required for plasma membrane clathrin-coated vesicle budding 
(Farsad et al., 2001; Henne et al., 2010; Lundmark and Carlsson, 2003; Peter et al., 2004; 
Takei et al., 1999; Wigge and McMahon, 1998). FCHo proteins, in particular, appear at 
the site of endocytosis even earlier than clathrin and are proposed to generate initial 
membrane curvature for recruitment of adapter proteins and clathrin. In budding yeast 
Rvs proteins and in fission yeast F-BAR proteins cdc15p and bzz1p have been shown to 
have important roles in vesicle scission during endocytosis (Youn et al., 2010)(Arasada 
and Pollard, unpublished).  
 
Dynamin, another membrane deforming protein, belongs to a large family of self-
assembling GTPases. Purified dynamin self- assembles into stacks of rings (Hinshaw and 
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Schmid, 1995) and this self-organization is dependent on GTP binding and hydrolysis. 
Oligomerization of dynamin in turn promotes its intrinsic GTPase activity (Warnock et 
al., 1997; Warnock et al., 1995). The role of dynamin is essential during the scission step 
in mammalian endocytosis but is dispensable in yeast (Rothlisberger et al., 2009; 
Smaczynska-de et al., 2010; Song and Schmid, 2003). Dynamin aids tubulation of 
membranes down to 20nm diameter but instead of acting as a ‘pinchase’, it releases its 
grip on the membrane to allow fusion (Pucadyil and Schmid, 2008). In addition to acting 
as a scaffold protein, dynamin might also alter the shape of the lipid bilayer by inserting 
its PH domain into the phosphoinositide-containing monolayer (Ramachandran et al., 
2009). 
 
The lipid composition of the plasma membrane influences various stages of endocytosis. 
In addition to providing an appropriate hydrophobic environment for binding of 
transmembrane domain proteins, membrane lipids play vital recruitment and scaffolding 
functions for membrane-associated signaling events (via binding of a variety of protein 
domains, including PH, PX, ENTH, ANTH, BAR, N-BAR, F-BAR, I-BAR, FYVE, and 
FERM domains). Binding of adapter proteins such as AP2, CALM and epsin to PIP2 
through the conserved ENTH (epsin-N-terminal homology) domain regulates their self-
assembly and their interaction with the clathrin lattice (Ford et al., 2001; Gaidarov et al., 
1996; Itoh et al., 2001; Saarikangas et al., 2010). Recruitment of the adapter protein ent1, 
sla2p and sla1p in budding yeast is also dependent on PIP2 (Aguilar et al., 2003; Sun et 
al., 2005). Co-ordinated binding of both cdc42 and PIP2 enhances N-WASp activity for 




Figure 3.  Mechanism of membrane deformation during endocytosis. 
 
WAVE complex to the plasma membrane is also mediated by PIP3 (Oikawa et al., 2004). 
PIPs also directly regulates several actin-binding proteins such as profilin, twinfilin, 
cofilin, Gelsolin and capping proteins (Hilpela et al., 2004; Sechi and Wehland, 2000). 
Typically PIPs inhibit those actin-binding proteins that promote actin filament 
disassembly, thereby promoting actin filament assembly. Since PIP2 is the most abundant 
form of PIP at the plasma membrane, it is highly regulated through phosphoinositol 
kinases and phosphatases (Sun et al., 2007). Many lipid-modifying enzymes are sensitive 
to membrane curvature. PIP2 phosphatases concentrate at the bud region of yeast 
endocytic pits leading to differential distribution of PIP2 along the endocytic pit. 
Theoretical studies show that the interfacial force that is created due to the lipid 
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heterogeneity is sufficient to cause membrane fission (Liu et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2007). 
The function of PIP2 interacting proteins at the neck region in such instances might be to 
protect PIP2 from hydrolysis thereby maintaining heterogeneity. Following 
internalization, Inositol phosphatases such as Synaptojanin dephosphorylates PIP2 
(McPherson et al., 1996) which is thought to trigger dissociation of endocytic proteins 
from the vesicle. 
 
 
The actin cytoskeleton in endocytosis 
 
Yeast genetics has been instrumental in the molecular dissection of the endocytic 
pathway. The first evidence of the involvement of the actin cytoskeleton during 
endocytosis came from the observation that temperature sensitive mutants of the actin 
gene, ACT1 as well as actin bundling protein, fimbrin (SAC6) in budding yeast had 
defects in uptake of the mating pheromone and the dye Lucifer Yellow (Kubler and 
Riezman, 1993). Following this discovery, large scale screens to find mutants defective 
in endocytic uptake led to the isolation of several END genes that included actin and actin 
interacting proteins such as WASp, Verprolin (END5) and amphiphysins (END6) 
(Benedetti et al., 1994; Munn et al., 1995; Naqvi et al., 1998; Wesp et al., 1997). In 
addition, the use of actin poisons to depolymerize or stabilize actin filaments showed that 
a dynamic actin cytoskeleton is required for endocytosis (Ayscough, 2000; Ayscough et 
al., 1997). A decade before these seminal studies Adams and Pringle had documented the 
presence of actin in budding yeast in two distinct structures – cortical spots that they 
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called actin patches and a network of cytoplasmic fibres (Adams and Pringle, 1984) 
whose localization was highly correlated with sites of active growth. These patches were 
hypothesized to be sites of secretion. However, no evidence yet linked actin patches to 
endocytosis. The first visualization of patch movement in vivo were documented by 
Doyle and Botstein (Doyle and Botstein, 1996) and Waddle et al. (Waddle et al., 1996) 
by tagging actin and actin binding proteins such as sac6 and abp1 with GFP. Tagging of 
actin rendered the protein non-functional and till date no functional fluorescence tagging 
of actin has been achieved. Therefore all in vivo dynamic analysis of actin is assessed 
through visualization of actin binding proteins. In vivo studies of actin patch dynamics by 
Pelham and Chang indicated that actin patches in fission yeast preferentially originated at 
the cell tips and moved inward in an actin cable dependent fashion (Pelham and Chang, 
2001). The arp2/3 complex localized to actin filament branches at the patch suggesting 
that it polymerized actin at these sites (Moreau et al., 1997; Rodal et al., 2005; Winter et 
al., 1997). Subsequently several activators of the arp2/3 complex, namely WASp, myosin 
type I, pan1 and abp1 and adapter protein complexes were shown to be associated with 
actin patches (Dewar et al., 2002; Goode et al., 2001; Naqvi et al., 1998; Riezman et al., 
1996; Tang and Cai, 1996; Warren et al., 2002). However, the partial co-localization of 
these proteins with each other at the patch led to the belief that there were multiple types 
of actin patches (Gourlay et al., 2003; Warren et al., 2002). Ultrastructural analysis of the 
actin cytoskeleton by Mulholland et al had suggested that actin patches were finger-like 
invaginations of the plasma membrane that were surrounded by actin and actin binding 
proteins (Mulholland et al., 1994). But these results were deemed controversial due to 
possible artifacts of the technique.  
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Although many such studies hinted at the possible connection between actin patches and 
endocytosis, the most conclusive evidence of actin patches being sites of endocytosis 
came from the work of Kaksonen et al. (Kaksonen et al., 2003) where the dynamic 
imaging of pairs of 6 different endocytic and actin markers led to the discovery that 
complexes at the endocytic site were sequentially assembled and that the polymerization 
of actin was one of the final steps in the process. This work also put to rest the conflicting 
results for the possible interaction of actin with the endocytic machinery as the 
composition of actin patches changed through their lifetime. Later work co-localizing 
actin patches with alpha factor and the lipophilic dye FM4-64 confirmed that actin 
patches were indeed sites of endocytosis that dynamically assembled at the plasma 
membrane (Huckaba et al., 2004; Kaksonen et al., 2003; Rodal et al., 2005; Toshima et 
al., 2006).  
 
EM structural analyses of yeast actin patches are far and few but a handful of subsequent 
studies showed that the actin network surrounding the invaginations was branched in 
nature (Rodal et al., 2005; Young et al., 2004) and that several endocytic proteins 
localized to distinct regions of the invaginating membrane (Idrissi et al., 2008). 
Ultrastructural studies in fission yeast have largely failed to report invaginations at the 
plasma membrane, however certain cytoplasmic ‘fuzzy’ vesicles called filasomes were 
observed that were predicted to be early endosomes surrounded by a meshwork actin 
filaments (Kanbe et al., 1989; Takagi et al., 2003).  
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In mammalian cells the discovery of endocytic components occurred through very 
different approaches to that in yeast. The relatively abundant EM studies and early in 
vitro and structural studies helped to establish the role of clathrin and accessory proteins 
(AP) during endocytosis (Heuser, 1980; Pearse, 1975). Investigations in mammalian cells 
have also led to the discovery of proteins involved in the early stages of endocytosis 
including amphiphysin, synaptojanin, Eps15, epsin, endophilin, auxilin, cyclin G–
associated kinase (GAK), syndapin and intersectin (Ahle and Ungewickell, 1990; 
Benmerah et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1998; McPherson et al., 1996; Qualmann et al., 1999; 
Yamabhai et al., 1998).  
 
The differential effect of actin-targeted drugs, observation under different conditions 
(adherent cells versus suspended cells), in different cell types and different part of the 
cells (apical versus basolateral) had led to conflicting results regarding the role of actin in 
clathrin mediated endocytosis (Salisbury et al., 1980; van Deurs et al., 1990). Actin and 
actin interacting proteins were confirmed to be present at clathrin coated pits only very 
recently, presumably due to their transient association with these structures (Krendel et 
al., 2007; Merrifield et al., 2004).  With the help of fluorescent labeled proteins, 
Merrifield et al. showed that actin polymerization occurs concomitant with latter stages 
of CCV (clathrin coated vesicle) formation suggesting a role in vesicle scission.  This 
was in accordance with an earlier observation by Lamaze et al. where cells treated with 
LatA resulted in the freezing of clathrin coated pits in the invaginated state before vesicle 
closing (Lamaze et al., 1997). Disruption of the actin cytoskeleton also prevents lateral 
movement as well as coalescence and splitting of CCS (clathrin coated structures) (Yarar 
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et al., 2005) although it is not clear what the functional relevance of these movements 
might be.  
 
Actin dynamics during endocytosis  
 
The actin network around the site of endocytosis is organized as branched actin filaments 
(Rodal et al., 2005; Young et al., 2004). This is characteristic of filaments nucleated by 
the Arp2/3 complex (Mullins et al., 1998). Components of the arp2/3 complex and its 
activators localize to endocytic sites in both mammalian and yeast cells (Krendel et al., 
2007; Merrifield, 2004; Winter et al., 1997). The rate-limiting step during actin 
polymerization is the formation of the ‘nucleus’ - a complex of 3 monomers (Cooper et 
al., 1983). Once the nucleus is formed, actin monomers can be rapidly added on to form a 
filament. The purpose of the nucleator, Arp2/3 complex, is to promote the formation of 
the actin nucleus (Chhabra and Higgs, 2007). The complex consists of 7 subunits – arp2, 
arp3 and arpC1-5 (Mullins et al., 1997).  The arp2 and arp3 subunits mimic 2 actin 
monomers of the ‘nucleus’ and dock on the side of a preexisting actin filament with the 
help of the other 5 subunits (Robinson et al., 2001; Rouiller et al., 2008). However this 
complex is still not fully active to nucleate an actin filament. Arp2/3 activators belonging 
to the WASP/WAVE family of proteins, introduce the third monomer of the ‘nucleus’ 
causing conformational changes in the arp2/3 complex (Chereau et al., 2005; Marchand 
et al., 2001). Once the monomer is locked into the arp2/3 complex it activates rapid 
polymerization of actin (Higgs and Pollard, 2001). 
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The actin network around the endocytic pit is highly dynamic and the force generated 
during actin assembly drives invagination of the membrane during endocytosis. As 
illustrated in the dendritic model of actin polymerization proposed by Mullins et al. 
(Mullins et al., 1998), actin filaments are protected from premature depolymerization at 
the growth end by Capping Proteins and depolymerized from the pointed ends by 
 
 
Figure 4. Actin dynamics during endocytosis. 
 
severing proteins like Cofilin, Gelsolin and monomer sequestering proteins like Profilin. 
The nucleotide state of ATP in the pocket of the actin monomer determines the stability 
of the monomer in the filament as well as the binding affinities of various actin-binding 
proteins (Blanchoin and Pollard, 1999; Blanchoin et al., 2000; Korn et al., 1987). ATP-
actin is more likely to be incorporated at the barbed end of an actin filament and therefore 
filaments have an ATP-actin cap (Wegner, 1976). As the filament ages, the ATP-actin is 
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slowly hydrolyzed into ADP-actin + Pi and the eventual loss of Pi makes the ADP-actin 
in the filament very unstable leading to its depolymerization. Arp2/3 dissociates faster 
from the filaments containing ADP-actin ensuring most of the branching occurs at the 
leading edge of the actin network. Severing proteins also preferentially act upon ADP-
actin ensuring disassembly occurs primarily from the old pointed end of the actin 
filament. This suggests that the hydrolysis of ATP might serve as a timer for actin 
filament dynamics. Actin crosslinking proteins such as fimbrin are also localized to sites 
of endocytosis and play an important role in bundling actin filaments (Glenney et al., 
1981; Kubler and Riezman, 1993). 
 
Mechanism of force production by actin polymerization against a membrane has been 
described through the Brownian ratchet model (Peskin et al., 1993). Briefly, Brownian 
movements allow slight spaces to be created between the membrane and actin filament. 
This space is enough to add another actin monomer to the filament thereby elongating the 
filament as well as protruding the membrane in contact with the filament. This 
mechanism has been well described in the case of filopodia or lamellipodia formation. 
However, during endocytosis the membrane invaginates into the cell – a direction 
opposite to filopodia growth. How does the same mechanism cause invagination and 
scission of the membrane and not its protrusion? The answer might lie in the orientation 
of the actin filaments and therefore its direction of force production. We can envision 
different possibilities – first, the pointed ends of branched actin filaments may be 
anchored to the invaginating membrane through coat and adapter proteins. As the barbed 
ends push on the surrounding membrane, an opposite force acting on the endocytic pit 
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pushes it further inside the cell (Figure 5 scenario 1). Alternatively, barbed ends might 
face towards the invaginating membrane and squeeze the membrane laterally, thereby 
pushing it inward (Figure 5 scenario 2). Another possibility that has been suggested in 
yeast is that two populations of actin filaments, once from the base of the endocytic pit 
and one from the tip of the pit push against each other resulting in the stretching of the 
associated membrane into the cell (Figure 5 scenario 3). 
 
 
Figure 5. Possible orientations of actin filaments and the resultant directions of force 
production due to actin polymerization (yellow arrow) causing membrane 
invagination (red arrow). 
 
The precise orientation of actin filaments around the pit is still controversial. The 
traditional assumption is that barbed ends of branches face away from the invaginating 
membrane (Kaksonen et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2009; Rodal et al., 2005). But more recent 
SEM of the surface of an endocytic pit shows barbed ends facing towards the pit 
(Svitkina T., unpublished). It is possible that both orientations exist at different sub-
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regions of the pit or orientation of filaments changes with the maturation of the endocytic 
pit or even varies between species based on the role of actin.  Another force producing 
component present at endocytic sites in yeast is myosin Type I (Anderson et al., 1998; 
Lee et al., 2000).  In addition to possessing the force producing ATP dependent motor 
domain, yeast Myosin I also possess domains that anchor the myosin to the membrane 
and an acidic domain that activates arp2/3p (Evangelista et al., 2000; Lechler et al., 2001; 
Lee et al., 2000).  
 
 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe – a model system to study endocytosis 
 
The fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, much like budding yeast, has been 
established as a powerful system to study the process of endocytosis. Fission yeast cells 
are rod-shaped and display polarized growth from either cell ends. Both actin and 
microtubule bundles run along the length of the cell and play essential roles in the 
delivery of polarity factors to the cell ends (Chang and Martin, 2009; Marks et al., 1986). 
Actin cables are bundles of linear actin filaments nucleated by the formin, for3p from 
either cell ends (Feierbach and Chang, 2001). Sites of endocytosis containing actin and 
therefore known as actin patches, are also localized to the growing cell ends (Marks, 
1985; Mulholland et al., 1994). Actin patches are not nucleated by formins, but by the 
Arp2/3 complex that nucleate a branched actin network (Mullins et al., 1998; Rodal et 
al., 2005; Winter et al., 1997). Interphase cells contain about 35-40 actin patches at 
various stages of endocytosis. During cytokinesis, actin patches reorganize around the 
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actin contractile ring nucleated by another formin, cdc12p, to deposit material for 
septum formation (Chang et al., 1997).  
 
The genetic malleability in fission yeast allows for easy construction of gene deletions 
and endogenous fluorescent tags of proteins, both of which are cumbersome steps in 
mammalian model systems. This has allowed a detailed quantitative analysis of protein 
dynamics (Berro et al., 2010; Sirotkin et al., 2010) and characterization of genetic 
pathways during endocytosis (Sirotkin et al., 2005). The small structure of the actin patch 
however limits detailed analyses of protein localization due to diffraction limits of light 





Figure 6.  Actin structures in fission yeast. Actin patches (    ) localize to growing ends 
of the cell and to the site of septum formation. Actin cables (        ) also emanate from the 
growing ends. The actin ring (    ) forms in the middle of the cell. (Left) Phalloidin 
stained cells showing actin structures and (right) its schematic representation. 
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Clathrin mediated endocytosis in fission yeast 
 
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis is thought to be the most prevalent form of endocytosis in 
fission yeast. During yeast endocytosis, over 50 proteins gather in a sequential manner at 
discrete sites on the plasma membrane to coordinate the invagination, and scission to 
form an endocytic vesicle.  Time-lapse imaging of these “actin patches” has defined a 
stereotyped series of events that occur in under a minute in budding yeast (Engqvist-
Goldstein and Drubin, 2003; Galletta and Cooper, 2009; Girao et al., 2008; Kaksonen et 
al., 2006; Merrifield, 2004; Robertson et al., 2009). These steps are well conserved 
between budding yeast and fission yeast.  
 
It is still not clear what the initial signal for endocytosis is. Unlike in many mammalian 
cells, endocytosis in yeast is constitutive and does not need to be triggered by a growth 
factor. Phosphorylation and ubiquitination of the receptor triggers the assembly of 
downstream effectors for clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Roth and Davis, 2000; Watson 
et al., 2001). However whether any receptor activation occurs during constitutive 
endocytosis in the vegetative cell and whether the downstream mechanisms are the same 
is not clear.  How are the sites of endocytosis selected?  
 
Quantitative fluorescence imaging of endocytic components in fission yeast has shown 
that the coat protein clathrin (heavy chain and light chain) are recruited to the plasma 
membrane prior to the recruitment of the adapter proteins (Sirotkin et al., 2010). This is 
in contrast to mammalian cells where adapter proteins are thought to recruit and assemble 
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the clathrin coat. It is possible that we are missing key adapter proteins in the yeast 
endocytic pathway that behave like their mammalian counterparts. 30-40 molecules of 
the clathrin heavy and light chain are recruited to the plasma membrane a minute before 
internalization. The small number of clathrin molecules is not enough to form an entire 
cage as seen during mammalian endocytosis (Kirchhausen, 2009); rather they are 
proposed to form a hemispherical cap around the tip of the invaginating membrane. 
Adapter proteins end4p, sla1p, end3p, ent1/2p and pan1p arrive 20-36 seconds before 
internalization. Homologues of all the above components interact with each other 
(Toshima et al., 2007) as well as with PIP2 that regulate their recruitment and dynamics in 
budding yeast. Whether, like in mammalian endocytosis, these adapter proteins help to 
shape the clathrin cage or whether they merely form a link between clathrin and the actin 
cytoskeleton is unclear. The explosive nucleation of actin and formation of branched 
filaments is mediated by the Arp2/3 complex, which is activated by conserved activators 
including WASp, myosin type I and verprolin through A domains (Higgs and Pollard, 
2001; Lechler et al., 2000; Machesky and Insall, 1998; Sirotkin et al., 2005; Weaver et 
al., 2003).  Wsp1p (WASp) arrives prior to myo1p (10-12 seconds before internalization) 
and thus may be involved in the initiation of Arp2/3 activation (Jonsdottir and Li, 2004; 
Kaksonen et al., 2003; Sirotkin et al., 2005). How the initiation of actin assembly is 
triggered is still not clear.  Yeast WASp may differ from mammalian WASp/WAVE 
proteins in that they do not have a CRIB domain and thus may not be directly regulated 
by binding cdc42 GTPase (Bi and Zigmond, 1999).  Unlike mammalian WASp, the yeast 
WASps do not appear to be auto-inhibited in vitro, and thus may be always active or 
regulated by other mechanisms (Rodal et al., 2003) (Appendix I). Interaction amongst the 
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arp2/3p activators can co-operatively stimulate arp2/3p activation (Sirotkin et al., 2005). 
The arp2/3 complex is recruited to the endocytic site 6-8 seconds before internalization. 
Actin polymerization initiates soon after. Mathematical simulations indicate that there are 
about 150 actin filaments at each patch but as few as 10 may be actively growing at the 
barbed end. How is actin polymerization initiated? The association of the ‘mother’ actin 
filament to the arp2/3 complex occurs much faster than that predicted from simple 
association/dissociation kinetics indicating that yet unidentified components of the actin 
patch may facilitate this process. Actin bundling protein, fimbrin (fim1p), accumulates in 
high concentrations, enough to bundle a couple of actin filaments several times, thus 
potentially forming a structural support during endocytosis.  
 
 
Figure 7. Temporal map of endocytic protein recruitment in S.pombe (Sirotkin et al, 
2010) 
 
Like their assembly, disassembly of patch components also doesn’t occur all at once. 
Myosin I stays behind on the plasma membrane while the rest of the components 
internalize with the endocytic vesicle. Clathrin, wsp1p and vrp1p disassemble from the 
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patch first followed by end4p, pan1p, actin and actin binding proteins except coronin 
which persists for over a minute after internalization (Pelham and Chang, 2001; Sirotkin 
et al., 2010). Very little is understood about how patch disassembly occurs in yeast. 
 
Although the dynamic assembly of many endocytic factors has been well documented 
and the pathways of NPF (nucleation promoting factor) mediated arp2/3 activation 
characterized, many key questions remain regarding the mechanisms of endocytosis in 
fission yeast. As alluded to earlier, it is still not known what initiates endocytosis, how 
endocytic sites are selected and what the cargoes are. Mathematical simulations suggest 
the action of yet unidentified components that are required for the spatially and 
temporally controlled events during endocytosis (Berro et al., 2010). Key aspects of actin 
polymerization that remains to be explored are the mechanism of activation of nucleation 
promoting factors, the regulation of recruitment and activation of the arp2/3 complex, the 
initiation of actin polymerization, the organization of actin filaments around the 
endocytic pit, the requirement of actin polymerization as a force generator during 
endocytosis, the components of the scission machinery and the mechanisms of down-
regulating actin polymerization after endocytic internalization.  
 
In this thesis, I have studied the mechanism of actin polymerization during endocytosis 
primarily through the characterization of a novel endocytic protein, dip1p and assessed 
the role of the actin cytoskeleton as a force generator for deforming and internalizing the 
plasma membrane. I have described these studies in 3 chapters. 
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In Chapter I, I have detailed new discoveries on the temporal regulation of actin assembly 
at endocytic patches. Briefly, I discovered that dip1p, an orthologue of the conserved 
WISH/DIP family of proteins, is an important temporal regulator of the initiation of actin 
polymerization at the patch. I discovered the presence of positive feedback loops that 
cause robust actin polymerization during endocytosis and uncovered an additional mode 
of activation of endocytosis by endosomes.   
 
In Chapter II, I explored the requirement of actin polymerization forces during 
endocytosis. As discussed previously, a fundamental difference in mammalian and yeast 
endocytosis is the requirement for actin in the early stages of membrane invagination. My 
results showed that one of the requirements of actin is to overcome the high turgor 
pressure inside the cell. Reduced turgor pressure enhanced endocytosis and limited the 
requirement for rapid polymerization of actin.  
 
In Chapter III, I described a fortuitous discovery – the first observation of F-actin in the 
S.pombe nucleus. The role of actin filaments in nuclear functions has been elusive so far. 
My results showed that actin can polymerize into dynamic filamentous structures inside 
the nucleus in certain mutant backgrounds. I also found that an excess of nuclear actin 




















Characterization of dip1p reveals a switch in 















During actin-dependent endocytosis in yeast, a choreographed series of discrete local 
events at the plasma membrane lead to a rapid burst of actin polymerization and then 
internalization of an endocytic vesicle.  What initiates Arp2/3-dependent actin 
polymerization in this process is not well understood.  We identify the 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe WISH/DIP orthologue dip1p as an actin patch protein 
necessary for efficient endocytosis.  dip1∆ mutants exhibit a novel phenotype in which 
early events including WASp localization occur normally, but subsequent steps of firing 
of actin polymerization are delayed and occur with apparently random timing.  Our 
results demonstrate that positive feedback loops of wsp1p, rapid actin assembly, and 
Arp2/3 form a switch that initiates actin polymerization at this step, and that dip1p 
functions in the timing of this switch.  In dip1 mutants, patches are activated concurrent 
with the “touch” of a neighboring endocytic vesicle.  These studies reveal a switch-like 
mechanism responsible for the initiation of actin assembly during endocytosis. This 
switch may be activated in at least two ways, through a dip1-dependent mechanism and 










The regulation of arp2/3-mediated actin polymerization is essential for endocytosis in 
yeast (Moreau et al., 1997; Winter et al., 1997). Arp2/3 activation requires both the 
docking of the complex to a pre-existing filament and the presence of a nucleation-
promoting factor (Higgs and Pollard, 2001). There are so far 5 nucleation promoting 
factors that activate the arp2/3 complex in yeast – wsp1 (WASp), myo1 (myosin type 1), 
abp1 (actin binding protein), pan1 (Eps15) and vrp1 (verprolin/ WIP).  However their 
relative contribution and regulation in activating arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization 
during endocytosis is not entirely clear. Wsp1p, pan1p and vrp1 contain WH2 motifs that 
are required presentation of an actin monomer for arp2/3 activation. Abp1p and myo1p, 
on the other hand, lack a WH2 motif but activate arp2/3 through their acidic domains 
(Goode et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2000). These nucleation-promoting factors not only 
interact with arp2/3 but also with each other to augment each other’s activities (Lee et al., 
2000; Sirotkin et al., 2005). Myo1p, for example is a weak activator of the arp2/3 
complex, but is stimulated by verprolin for enhanced actin polymerization. 
 
Even less understood is how these nucleation-promoting factors are themselves regulated. 
Mammalian WASP/WAVE proteins are present in an inactive form through either 
intramolecular interactions (WASP) or via interactions with other inhibitory proteins 
(WAVE) (Eden et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2000; Prehoda et al., 2000). Activation of WASP 
is achieved through interactions with the RhoGTPase Cdc42 as well as phosphoinositol 
phosphatases 2 (PIP2) that relieve the autoinhibitory state of the protein. Recent evidence 
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suggests that clustering of WASP molecules by multivalent ligands such as SH3 
containing proteins can also activate WASP proteins (Padrick et al., 2008). WAVE 
proteins are present as a pentameric inactive complex in the cytoplasm.  Once recruited to 
the plasma membrane by PIP3 and IRSp53, they can be activated by Rac GTPases 
(Suetsugu et al., 2006). Yeast WASP behaves more similar to WAVE proteins where 
several proteins rather than intramolecular interactions inhibit its function. Several 
inhibitors of budding yeast WASp have been characterized – such as syp1p, bbc1p and 
sla1p (Boettner et al., 2009; Rodal et al., 2003) but we are far from a mechanistic 
understanding of WASp regulation in yeast. 
 
WISH/DIP proteins as potential regulators of arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization 
 
The WISH/DIP family of proteins has poorly understood functions in regulating the actin 
cytoskeleton. The murine orthologue, WISH (WASp interacting SH3 domain containing), 
was the first to be characterized (Fukuoka et al., 2001). It was identified as an interacting 
partner of the adapter protein Ash/Grb2 that is involved in Ras signaling as well as actin 
cytoskeleton reorganization and endocytosis (Gout et al., 1993; Lowenstein et al., 1992; 
McPherson et al., 1994; Miki et al., 1996). WISH interacts with Grb2 through a proline-
rich region and with N-WASP via a SH3 domain. WISH-N-WASP interaction is capable 
of stimulating Arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization. Cdc42, an activator of N-WASP is 
known to act via relieving N-WASP from its auto-inhibited state. WISH can however 
activate N-WASP in a cdc42 independent manner. The human orthologue, SPIN90, was 
isolated as an Nck-interacting protein and later showed to form a complex with WASP 
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(Arp2/3 activator) and PIX (PAK interacting Rho GEF).  These initial studies suggested a 
role of SPIN90 in regulation of the actin cytoskeleton (Lim et al., 2003).  
 
The conserved functional domains in WISH/DIP proteins comprise of an Src homology 
domain (SH3), proline rich domain, and a Leucine rich region at its C terminus. The SH3 
and PRD regions primarily facilitate protein-protein interactions. SPIN90 directly 
interacts with the Arp2/3 complex through its A (acidic) like domain and to G and F-actin 
through its C-terminus. The C-terminus alone is able to promote arp2/3 mediated actin 
polymerization in the absence of N-WASP (Kim et al., 2005).  This is in contrast to 
results obtained with the murine orthologue, where WISH cannot activate arp2/3 
mediated actin polymerization in the absence of N-WASP. SPIN90 localizes to 
lamellipodia and actin comet tails and induces the formation of both these structures. 
However the exact mechanisms of this activation are far from clear (Kim et al., 2005; 
Teodorof et al., 2009). 
 
SPIN90 is also known as DIP (Dia interacting protein) and is one of the several proteins 
that share interactions with both the WASp and mDia protein families (Eisenmann et al., 
2007; Lim et al., 2003; Teodorof et al., 2009). DIP interacts with mDia1 and mDia2 
through its SH3 domain as well as the Leucine rich region (Fukuoka et al., 2001; Satoh 
and Tominaga, 2001). In particular, interaction of DIP LRR with the FH2 domain of 
mDia2 inhibits mDia2 mediated actin filament assembly and negatively regulates 
filopodia formation (Eisenmann et al., 2007). This is contrast to WISH/DIP’s role in 
promoting N-WASp mediated actin filament assembly.  
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WISH/DIP proteins in endocytosis 
 
Kim et al. observed that the human orthologue, SPIN90, interacted with the endocytic 
component dynamin I in vivo as well as in vitro (Kim et al., 2006a). This study by Kim et 
al. was evidence that SPIN90 participates in endocytosis as either overexpression or 
RNAi mediated depletion of SPIN90 resulted in defects in uptake of synaptobrevin at the 
presynaptic nerve terminal. However deletion of the dynamin and N-WASP interacting 
SH3 domain of SPIN90 did not phenocopy the endocytic defect seen in SPIN90 depleted 
cells suggesting that either other interaction domains were present on SPIN90 or that 
SPIN90 did not mediate its effect on endocytosis via interaction with N-WASP and 
dynamin.  The interpretations to these experiments were further complicated by the fact 
that the assays used to assess the effect of overexpression versus depletion were different 
(GFP- tagged synaptobrevin and endocytic dye FM5-95 respectively). The second line of 
evidence for WISH/DIP protein participation in endocytosis came from the observation 
that SPIN90 co-localized with the endocytic components clathrin and syndapin at the 
plasma membrane as well as with moving endosomal vesicles inside the cytoplasm of 
hippocampal neurons. Depletion of SPIN90 in these studies resulted in significant 
reduction in the uptake of the transferring receptor (Kim et al., 2006b). However neither 
of these studies suggested a role of SPIN90 in regulating actin polymerization during 
endocytosis.  
 
The major drawback in WISH/DIP research is the lack of assessment of its role on both 
N-WASp and formin mediated actin polymerization in the same cell type. Since 
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WISH/DIP positively regulates N-WASP mediated actin polymerization and negatively 
regulates formin mediated actin polymerization, it is possible that many of the 
phenotypes that are interpreted to be due to down-regulation of N-WASP-arp2/3 function 
are indeed the indirect effects of hyper-activated formin mediated actin polymerization.  
 
Here, we investigate the function of S. pombe diplp, a potential orthologue of WISH/DIP.   
The sequence of dip1p contains a conserved leucine-rich region, but is missing the SH3 
and proline-rich domains found in other family members (Figure 8) (Eisenmann et al., 
2007). We find that dip1p is a component of the endocytic machinery and has a novel 
role in timing the burst of Arp2/3 based-actin assembly at the actin patch.  Quantitative 
analysis of wildtype and the dip1 mutant strains reveals evidence for a switch-like 
mechanism in which dip1p triggers a burst of actin polymerization dependent on positive 















Dip1p contains a conserved Leucine Rich Region  
 
Dip1p (SPBC24c6.10c) LRR shared 36% identity (53% similarity) with its mammalian 
orthologue SPIN90. A careful alignment of the Leucine Rich region revealed that several 
residues besides leucine are conserved. One such conserved region is shown in Figure 8. 
The C-terminus of mammalian WISH/DIP proteins has been shown to be involved in 
interaction with F-actin, G-actin as well as the arp2/3 complex (Eisenmann et al., 2007; 
Fukumi-Tominaga et al., 2009; Fukuoka et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2006a; 
Kim et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2001; Meng et al., 2004; Satoh and 
Tominaga, 2001). We did not find an acidic stretch in dip1p that is required for arp2/3 
interaction (Zalevsky et al., 2001).  The residue identified by Eisennman et al. to be 
important for interaction with mDia2 is also not conserved in dip1p. S.cerevisiae Ldb17p 
was identified as an orthologue of DIP and shared 38% identity (60% similarity) with 
S.pombe dip1p at its LRR domain. A close relative of S.pombe, S.japonicus contained an 
orthologue with 40% identity (59% similarity) to full length dip1p and 60% identity 
(74% similarity) to dip1p LRR.  
 
 
Dip1 mutants show reduced number of actin patches and have defects in endocytosis 
 
Cells with a complete deletion of the dip1 gene were viable. The morphology of dip1∆ 






Figure 8.  Domain analysis of dip1p. (A) Domain structures of DIP orthologues. LRR = 
Leucine Rich Region, PRD = Proline Rich Domain, SH3 = SH3 domain. (B) A conserved 
region within the LRR (DUF2013). S.pombe dip1p is outlined in red. Conserved residues 






their rod shape and normal cell polarization programs such as  “new end take off” were 
maintained. dip1 mutants grew at wildtype rates in both rich and minimal media at 25˚C, 
30˚C and 36˚C in both spot dilution assays and liquid culture assays (Figure 9). We 
measured the cell length and width of calcofluor stained, septated cells and found no 
difference between wildtype and dip1∆. Interestingly, a small percentage of dip1∆ cells 
grown in minimal medium showed cell wall material in the cytoplasm when stained with 
calcofluor. Most of these notch-like cell wall structures were close to the plasma 
membrane. These calcofluor stained notches were not observed in wildtype cells. 
 
Since dip1p was identified as an orthologue of WISH/DIP proteins that are involved in 
modulating the actin cytoskeleton in mammalian cells, we went on to explore whether 
dip1 mutants displayed any abberant actin phenotype. Alexafluor 488 phalloidin staining 
revealed profound defects in F-actin organization.  dip1 cells had strongly reduced 
number of patches that contain F-actin: wildtype cells contained an average of 35.8 + 
6.03 actin patches per cell, whereas dip1 mutants had  6.5 + 1.99 per cell (Figure 10 
A,B). Similar observations were made when visualizing actin binding proteins crn1-
Tomato, app1-GFP and CHD-GFP (Calponin homology domain) in wildtype and dip1∆. 
Actin patches appeared larger and stained more intensely with phalloidin than in 
wildtype.  Although fewer in number, they localized normally to cell tips and septa. In 
addition, actin cables and rings appeared to be more numerous and robust, and actin 





Figure 9. dip1 mutants do not show abnormal morphological or growth defects. (A) 
Differential interference contrast (DIC) images showing the morphology of WT (left) and 
dip1∆ (right) cells. Cells were grown to log phase at 25˚C for image acquisition. (B) 
Growth of serial dilutions of WT (top) and dip1∆ (bottom) cells on YE5S plates at 25˚C, 
30˚C and 36˚C. (C) Growth curves of WT and dip1∆ cells in YE5S culture at 25˚C, 30˚C 




















Figure 10. dip1 mutants have defects in actin organization and endocytosis.  
(A) Alexafluor 488-Phalloidin stained wildtype (left) and dip1∆ (right) cells.  Maximum 
intensity projection images of confocal images are shown. (B) Quantification of the 










There is no evidence of formin regulation by dip1p 
 
In mammalian fibroblasts, DIP interacts with the formin mDia2 and inhibits filopodia 
formation. We reasoned that the increased robustness of actin cables might be due to an 
increased activity of the formin, for3p in dip1∆. However, we found little evidence that 
dip1p directly regulates the formin for3p.  Dip1p localization and dynamics was 
independent of for3p and actin cables, and did not exhibit appreciable co-localization 
with for3p (Figure 11).   Further, the rate of for3p dot movement, which represent for3p 
moving on the ends of actin filaments in the actin cable (Martin and Chang, 2006), were 
normal in dip1 mutants, suggesting that the rate of actin polymerization was the same as 
in wildtype.  
 
dip1∆ shows defects in endocytosis 
 
Mammalian WISH is involved in endocytosis as depletion of the protein leads to defects 
in clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Kim et al., 2005). The markedly reduced number of 
actin patches observed suggested that dip1 mutants might have a defect in endocytosis. 
We performed assays to test for defects in endocytosis.  
 
(i)    Syb1-GFP recycling assay – syb1p (synaptobrevin) is involved in fusion of vesicles 
to the plasma membrane. In the interphase cell, syb1p localizes to the tips where it 
acts to deliver secretory vesicles for cell growth. After fusion to the plasma 
membrane, syb1p is recycled back into the cytoplasm through the endocytic pathway 
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Figure 11. dip1 mutants have robust actin cables but do not show differences in 












Figure 11. (A) Graph showing the distribution of intensities of Phalloidin stained actin 
cables across the cross section of wildtype and dip1∆ cells. (B) Dip1p and for3p do not 
co-localize at the cortex. Cells co-expressing Tomato-dip1 from an nmt1 promoter (non-
induced) and endogenously tagged for3-3GFP were treated with 200µM LatA for 2 
minutes to abolish all actin-based movement and imaged. The merged image (right) 
shows that there is no co-localization of the two proteins. (C) A kymograph showing the 
cortical appearance and movement of GFP-dip1p into the cytoplasm in a wildtype (top) 
and for3∆ (middle) cell and the lack of movement of GFP-dip1p after treatment with 
200µM of LatA (bottom). Images were acquired every second for 40 seconds. The 
schematic on the right shows the orientation of the cells in the kymograph. (D) Graph 
showing the distribution of velocities of for3-3GFP dot movement away from the cell tip 
in WT and dip1∆ cells. Linear distances were measured over >3frames per for3-3GFP dot 







and is seen on endomembrane structures. Mutants defective in endocytosis such as 
wsp1∆, myo1∆ and end4∆ show accumulation of syb1-GFP on the plasma 
membrane and reduced signal inside the cytoplasm. We saw a similar 
accumulation of the syb1-GFP signal in dip1∆ suggesting that it too had a defect in 
endocytosis (Figure 12A). 
 
(ii) FM4-64 internalization assay – FM4-64 dye is internalized via endocytosis and at 
various points after incubation, the dye localizes to distinct endocytic 
compartments. Wildtype cells after incubation with the dye for 5 mins showed 
localization to endosomes as well as to the vacuoles but not to the plasma 
membrane. dip1∆ mutants on the other hand showed an accumulation of the dye 
on the membrane although at later timepoints (20mins) localization to the vacuoles 
was also observed. This indicated that there was most likely a delay in endocytosis 
but not a complete block in any of the events afterwards (Figure 12B). 
 
In addition to endocytic defects, dip1 mutants also showed defects in polarization of 
filipin stained sterol rich domains to the growing ends of the cell. Rather the filipin 
staining was uniform throughout the membrane (not shown).  
 
Dip1p localizes to actin patches 
 
We determined the localization of dip1p by imaging GFP and Tomato fusion proteins 





Figure 12. dip1 mutants are defective in endocytosis. (A) Assay for endocytosis using 
the localization of GFPsyb1 (synaptobrevin), an integral membrane protein that is 
endocytosed from the plasma membrane. Images of WT, dip1∆ and wsp1∆ cells 
expressing of GFP-syb1p. GFP-syb1p accumulates at the plasma membrane in endocytic 
mutants. (B) Single medial plane confocal images of WT and dip1∆ cells incubated with 







promoter and a medium strength nmt1 promoter respectively.   The fusion proteins were 
functional as determined by their ability to regulate actin patches when they were 
expressed as the only dip1 protein in the cell.    Dip1-GFP localized as dim cortical dots 
concentrated at cell tips and septa, which resembled the distribution of actin patches 
(Figure 13A).  Co-localization of dip1-GFP with an actin patch marker arc5-mCherry 
(Arp2/3 subunit) confirmed that dip1p is a component of the actin patch (Figure 13B).  
Time lapse images showed that dip1p dots arrived at the patch at -8 to -10 seconds 
(relative to patch internalization= 0), peaked in intensity at  - 2 to - 4 seconds, 
internalized with other patch components and disassociated from the patch 2- 4 seconds 
after internalization.  This peak in dip1p accumulation precedes the peak in Arc5p by 2-4 
seconds.  This timing of dip1 is very similar to that of wsp1p (WASp) (Sirotkin et al., 
2005) (Figure 16B). 
 
Quantitation of peak dip1-GFP fluorescence in patch showed that it has similar 
fluorescence intensity as clc1 (clathrin light chain; estimated at 15-20 molecules/ patch) 
and is much less bright than wsp1 or arc5 (about 150 molecules/ patch); thus these 
suggest that dip1p is present in only about 20 molecules/ patch and thus is sub-
stoichiometric to wsp1p and Arp2/3 complex.    
 
To further characterize factors that may affect dip1p localization, we examined dip1p in 
the endocytosis mutant end4 (orthologue of S. cerevisiae Sla2).  Like in budding yeast 
sla2 mutants (Kaksonen et al., 2003), these cells form comet-tail like actin structures that 
extend into the cell interior (Figure 13D). Both wsp1p and dip1p localized in structures; 
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in contrast, myo1p (myosin I) remained at the cortex (Figure 13D).   In these study, we 
used a slightly overexpressed tomato-dip1p construct to visualize these structures.  To 
test if dip1p localization is actin-dependent, we treated cells with 200µM Latrunculin A 
(an actin monomer sequestering drug).  Dip1p accumulated in stable dots at the cortex, 
indicating that the cortical localization of dip1p is actin independent (Figure 11C). 
 
However when dip1p was highly overexpressed (- Thiamine) we observed a dominant 
negative effect where wsp1p internalization (~20 seconds after its appearance) was 
delayed compared to wildtype (~8 seconds after its appearance). Dominant negative 
effects of WISH/DIP proteins have also been reported in mammalian cells previously.  
 
Dip1 regulates the timing of an actin assembly switch 
 
The sequential recruitment of proteins to sites of endocytosis is under tight temporal 
regulation and occurs with high fidelity. In order to determine which step in the actin 
patch assembly pathway is compromised in dip1∆ cells, we compared the localization of 
several patch components in wildtype and dip1∆. Patch assembly factors that appear 
early: the endocytic coat component clc1p (clathrin light chain), adapter protein sla1p, 
and actin nucleation promoting factor, wsp1p (WASp), localized to similar number of 
cortical sites in wildtype and dip1∆ cells (Figure 14A,B).   In contrast, the number of 
patches that contained myo1p and the arp2/3 subunit arc5p were greatly reduced.   Thus, 


















Figure 13. (A) Sum projection of confocal sections of cells expressing dip1-GFP from 
the endogenous promoter. White arrowheads indicate localization of dip1p as dots on the 
cortex at cell tips and around the septum. (B) Dip1p co-localizes with the Arp2/3 marker 
arc5p in actin patches. Wildtype cells expressing arc5p-mCherry and dip1p-GFP from 
their endogenous promoters were imaged in a medial focal plane. White arrowheads 
indicate sites where dip1p and arc5p co-localize.  (C) Time-lapse images of dip1p-GFP 
and arc5p-mCherry in a single patch. Arrow indicates patch internalization. (D) 
Normalized fluorescent intensities of dip1-GFP (green) and arc5-mCherry (red) within a 
patch in WT. Time = 0 indicates the time of patch internalization (E) Schematic of dip1p 
dynamics relative to actin patch proteins sla1p, wsp1p and arc5p. Time = 0s indicates the 
time of patch internalization. Boxed regions indicate time at which protein concentrations 
peak at the patch. (F) mYFP-wsp1p, Tomato-dip1p and mYFP-myo1p localization in the 
endocytic mutant end4, which forms actin comet tail-like structures that stream into the 












the efficient recruitment of F-actin, Arp2/3, and other patch components downstream of 
wsp1p.   
 
As an assay for patch lifetimes, we measured the dynamics of mYFP-wsp1p at individual 
patches using time-lapse microscopy.  In wildtype cells, wsp1p appeared at the plasma 
membrane and resided for an average of 8-10 seconds before moving into the cell interior 
and disappearing; all were internalized in < 20 sec (Figure 15A). In contrast, in dip1∆, 
wsp1p remained on the cortex for highly variable periods of time (Figure 15A).  We 
probed these patch lifetimes using different acquisition periods to characterize a range of 
time periods (Figure 15B,C, D), as photo-bleaching limited the number of images that we 
could acquire.  Some patches displaying rapid dynamics and internalized with similar 
kinetics as the wildtype patches.  Other patches took over hundreds of seconds (over 10 
fold longer than wildtype).  Almost all were eventually seen to internalize.  The 
distribution of patch lifetimes at the cortex could be fitted to a Poisson distribution, 
suggesting that a stochastic process governs the lifetime of the wsp1p-containing patch in 
the dip1∆ cells. We compared the dynamics of wsp1p with those of other patch 
components (Figure 16A,B).  Concurrent imaging of wsp1p and myo1p or arc5p (Arp2/3) 
in wildtype cells showed that wsp1p peaked in intensity about 8-10 seconds before 
internalization and then arc5p peaked about 2-4 seconds later. The kinetics of the adapter 
protein sla1p was 8-10 seconds earlier than wsp1p.  In dip1∆ cells, wsp1p resided at the 








Figure 14. Dip1p is needed for efficient localization of endocytic components 
downstream of wsp1p. (A) Images of representative cells of the indicated markers in 
WT and dip1∆ cells. (B) Quantification of number of patches in (A) n=20 cells each. 
Error bars represent standard deviations. ** shows significant difference (p< 0.0001) 






















Figure 15. (A) Time-lapse images of individual patches marked by mYFP-wsp1p in WT 
and dip1∆ cells. The montages track the maturation of a single representative patch over 
time.  Each interval is 2 sec.  Arrows mark the time of internalization of the endocytic 
vesicle.   In the dip1∆ cells, the lifetimes of the mYFP-wsp1 containing patch is highly 
variable, as depicted by the three patches shown.   (B) Quantitation of the lifetimes of 
mYFP-wsp1p patches.  Images were acquired every 2 sec for 100 seconds.  Histograms 
of patches in   WT (grey bars) and dip1∆ (green bars) are shown.  The distribution of 
mYFP-wsp1p in dip1∆ is fitted to a Poisson distribution (dashed histogram). (C) Images 
were acquired every 10 sec for 500s sec to track patch behavior over a longer time scale 
(D) Images were acquired every 1 sec for 100 sec to track patch behavior over a short 









or arc5p, and then suddenly increases 6-8 seconds before internalization. Arc5p arrived at 
the patch 4-6 seconds before internalization, and peaked with similar kinetics as seen in 
wildtype cell.  In contrast, the adapter protein sla1p did not exhibit a peak, showing that 
not all patch components accumulated equally. Myo1p showed similar kinetics as arc5p 
in both wildtype and dip1∆ cell. Subsequent steps of endocytosis were not delayed, and 
proceeded with slightly faster dynamics than in wildtype cells (Figure 17), possibly due 
to the increased concentration of certain patch components.   Thus, dip1p is only needed 
for timing the initiation of events in actin polymerization, but not needed for a subsequent 
robust response once the process has been initiated.   
 
We used quantitative fluorescence intensity measurements (Wu and Pollard, 2005) to 
count the number of wsp1p proteins at the patches through time (Figure 16C).  In 
wildtype cells, wsp1p peaked to an average of 137 ± 39 molecules just prior to 
internalization.  The number of wsp1p proteins in the stable inactive patches in dip1∆ 
cells was on average 120 ± 53 molecules and then peaked to 224 ±102 proteins before 
internalization.  The variability between patches however was substantial (Figure 16C, 
right).  As the number of wsp1p proteins in the inactive patches in the dip1∆ cell were 
often equal or higher than the peak of wsp1p in wildtype cells, this analysis showed that 
the number of wsp1p molecules in the patch is not the rate-limiting step for activation.    
 
These findings suggest that dip1p regulates the timing of a switch, in which the patch 
containing low levels of wsp1p suddenly recruits more wsp1p, Arp2/3 complex, myo1p 











Figure 16. (A) time-lapse images of patches in WT and dip1∆ cells labeled with (i) 
mYFP-myo1p and CFP-wsp1p  (ii) mYFP-wsp1p and arc5p-mCherry and (iii) sla1p-
GFP. The montages track the maturation of a single patch over time. Widefield (i) and 
confocal images (ii, iii) were acquired through the medial section of the cell at 2s 
intervals. (B) Normalized fluorescence intensities of mYFP-wsp1p (green), arc5p-
mCherry (red) and sla1p-GFP (blue) within a patch in WT (left) and dip1∆ (right). Time 
= 0s indicates the time of patch internalization. (C) Average number of mYFP-wsp1p 
molecules per patch over time in WT (n=11) and dip1∆ (n=12).  Numbers were estimated 
based on fluorescence intensity ratios (see Methods).  Individual patches in dip1∆ are 
plotted in different colors on the right. Note that many stable patches in dip1∆ have 
similar or higher concentrations of mYFP-wsp1p than WT patches successfully 
undergoing endocytosis, suggesting that the concentration of wsp1p is not a rate-limiting 













Figure 17.Arc5p and myo1p have slightly elevated dynamics in dip1∆. (A) 
Quantification of the time spent by arc5p at the cortex before patch internalization in 
wildtype and dip1∆ cells (B) Quantification of the time spent by myo1p at the cortex 
during endocytosis in wildtype and dip1∆ cells. n= 20 patches each. Error bars represent 




transition occurs immediately after wsp1p arrival.  In dip1 cells, this transition is delayed, 
and occurs at stochastic time intervals, but then proceeds with near normal kinetics. 
These data are not consistent with a model in which slow indolent rise of an initiator 
reaches a threshold.  Rather, the stochastic timing and the sharp transitions are indicative 
of a switch-like behavior that is triggered by a single (or small number) of events. 
 
Turning on the switch is dependent on rapid actin polymerization  
 
A switch behavior suggests regulation by positive feedback loop(s).  Properties of WASp, 
Arp2/3 and actin certainly are likely to contribute to such a feedback loop; activation of 
Arp2/3 by WASp and actin filaments and the nucleation of new actin filaments by Arp2/3 
have all been well characterized (Machesky et al., 1999; Mullins et al., 1998; Padrick et 
al., 2008).   To further probe the switch behavior, we measured the effects of attenuating 
actin polymerization rates using different concentration of Latrunculin A, an actin-
monomer sequestering drug.  A high saturating dose (200µM) of LatA completely 
depolymerized all actin structures.  Wsp1p still localized to patches, but did not exhibit 
any peaks (Figure 18A,B).  2µM LatA did not obviously disrupt F-actin or wsp1p at 
patches, and also inhibited the rise in YFP-wsp1 intensity and internalization. This 
inhibitory effect was not seen at 0.5 µM LatA, and doses between 1 and 2 µM showed 
intermediate responses.   We measured the rate of wsp1p accumulation as a function of 
LatA concentration (Figure 18 B,C).  The dose dependent effects of LatA on this rate 
could be fitted to a sigmoidal curve with a Hill coefficient of 3.1 (Figure 18C).   This 















Figure 18. (A) i) dip1∆ cells were treated with indicated concentrations of Latrunculin A 
for  5 min and fixed and  stained with Alexa 488-phalloidin.  Maximum intensity 
projection images are shown.  Note that at 1µM and 2µM doses of LatA, actin cables are 
disrupted, but actin patches remain present. (ii) Images of YFP-wsp1 in dip1∆ cells 
treated with LatA.  Single focal plane confocal images are shown. (B) Graph of 
florescence intensities of single mYFP-wsp1p patches in cell with indicated 
concentrations of LatA.  (C) Dose dependent effect of LatA on the rate of increase of 
mYFP-wsp1p. Cells were treated with doses of LatA for 2 minutes and then imaged. 
Rates of increase of mYFP-wsp1p intensity  (e.g. the slopes of the upward part of the 
curves in B) were measured (n=8 at each dose), and the average rates were used to fit a 
Hill curve using the formula f(x)= c*( (Cλ /(Cλ  + xλ))) with the following parameters C 
(critical LatA concentration) = 1.201, c (fitting parameter) = 0.2616 and  λ (Hill co-









represents a co-operative behavior or ultrasensitivity. As actin filaments are still present 
at patches at 2µM LatA, this suggested a rapid rate of actin polymerization, rather than 
merely the presence of actin filaments, is a critical component in this switch to actin 
assembly.     
 
Effect of WASp on patch dynamics 
 
We examined the effect of wsp1p on the switch-like behavior in patch dynamics. wsp1∆ 
mutants are viable but have defects in endocytosis (Lee et al., 2000) (Figure 12). In these 
cells, actin filaments still assemble at patches: there were normal number of patches that 
contain sla1p, actin and coronin (crn1-tomato, an actin-dependent patch protein) (Figure 
19A, B).  None of these patches, however, were observed to internalize and become 
motile (Figure 19 C, D).  Instead, the sla1-GFP and crn1-Tomato signals in the plasma 
membrane-bound patches slowly faded (Figure 19C).  Thus, in these cells, the coat 
complex and actin filaments do assemble, but then slowly disassemble. This behavior is 
similar to that of cells treated with 2µM LatA (Figure 18B). Thus, wsp1 mutants may 
have an inadequate actin polymerization rate to drive patch internalization (to fully 
activate the switch), and instead the patch disassembles.     
 
Functional relationship between Dip1 and WASp  
 















Figure 19. (A) Alexafluor phalloidin staining showing actin distribution in wildtype, 
wsp1∆, dip1∆ and dip1∆wsp1∆ mutants.  Maximum intensity projection confocal images 
are shown.  (B) Images of these mutants expressing patch markers crn1p (coronin, an 
actin-dependent marker for actin) and sla1p.  Single focal planes are shown.  (C) Time 
lapse images of single patches.  Arrows mark patch internalization, which fails in wsp1∆ 
and dip1∆wsp1∆ mutants. (D) Graph showing percentage of sla1-GFP patches 
internalized over 50s in WT, wsp1∆, dip1∆ and dip1∆wsp1∆. N=74 patches each. (E) 
Spot assay for growth of the indicated mutant cells.  Cells were spotted onto agar plates 











relationship between wsp1+ and dip1+ by characterizing a wsp1∆ dip1∆ mutant. dip1∆ 
wsp1∆ mutants were synthetic sick in a growth assay and unviable at 36˚C (Figure 19E).  
The wsp1∆ dip1∆ mutant cells exhibited normal number of sla1-GFP positive patches, 
but had a worse defect in the localization of coronin to the patches than either single 
mutant (Figure 19B).  The patches that did recruit crn1p fail to internalize, and the sla1-
GFP and crn1-Tomato signal slowly fade, a phenotype similar to wsp1∆ (Figure 19C), 
suggesting that the wsp1∆ dip1∆ mutant has properties of both single mutants.  These 
results indicate that dip1p has functions apart from regulating WASp and may thus 
participate in a WASp-independent pathway.   
 
Activation of a patch may be triggered by another endocytic vesicle 
One current model for initiation of Arp2/3 actin polymerization is a actin “seed” model, 
in which pre-existing actin filaments prime the burst of actin polymerization (Achard et 
al.).  Although individual actin filaments cannot be easily visualized in live cells, we did 
find that an actin patch may be triggered by an actin-rich structure: another endocytic 
vesicle.  Crn1-tomato (coronin, an actin binding protein) is an actin-dependent marker 
that labels the endocytic vesicle from prior to internalization to significant periods of time 
(up to 1 min) after internalization (Pelham and Chang, 2001).  Dual imaging of sla1-GFP 
and crn1-tomato revealed that the activation and internalization of a patch was often 
preceded by a transient “touch” of an internalized endocytic vesicle (marked by crn1-
tomato).  In dip1∆ cells, about 30% of activation events were preceded by another 
endocytic vesicle coming close to the patch in the second or two before activation (Figure 
20A).  The patches commonly then moved into the interior of the cell together.  70% of 
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all “touch” events resulted in activation and internalization. Because of limitations in the 
resolution of light microscopy, it was not possible to determine in the remaining cases 
whether the vesicle came close enough.  In some cases, a patch triggered the activation 
and internalization of multiple patches at once (Figure 20A, lower panel).  Because the 
triggering of the patches is so infrequent, the temporal correlation of patch touching and 
activation was highly significant in dip1 cells.  Similar events were also observed in a 
subset of wildtype cells at similar frequencies (Figure 20B), but their significance was 
less measurable as patches were all rapidly activated in any event.  One reason why 
LatA-treated cells and wsp1 mutants have severe defects in actin initiation in a dip1∆ 
background is that patches do not move under these conditions, and thus this priming 
mechanism cannot occur.  This mechanism is one explanation for the variable timing 
seen in dip1 cells, and is likely to contribute to a subset of patch activation events even in 
















Figure 20. (A) (Top) Time-lapse images of dip1∆ cells expressing crn1-Tomato (a 
marker for actin in the patch) and sla1p (an early patch marker).  The sequence shows the 
movement of an internalized endocytic vesicle (white arrow) moving towards and 
touching an immature patch marked only with sla1p (yellow arrow).  This touch 
correlates with the almost immediate recruitment of crn1p to the second patch (yellow 
arrow with asterisk), which indicates actin polymerization in the patch, and its 
internalization. (Bottom) An endocytic vesicle (white arrow) moves to a cluster of sla1-
GFP positive patches at the cortex (yellow arrow and arrowhead) and then the 
internalization of this entire cluster. (B) In a wildtype cell, the movement of an endocytic 
vesicle (white arrow) to a cluster of sla1-GFP positive patches (yellow arrow and 
arrowhead) followed by the recruitment of crn1p to the cluster (yellow arrow and 
arrowhead with asterisk) and its internalization. Dashed lines mark the cortex. (C) 
Cartoon showing the activation of a patch after being “touched” by an endocytic vesicle. 
Sla1p is represented in green, and actin filaments surrounding the endocytic vesicle are in 

















A switch for triggering actin assembly  
 
The endocytic patch of yeast serves as a model system for studying the regulation of actin 
assembly by the Arp2/3 complex in vivo.   Here, we provide evidence that a switch-like 
mechanism is responsible for the local burst of actin assembly at each patch.  The rapid 
kinetics, the stochastic timing of the switch in the absence of a trigger, and the dose-
dependent effects of Lat A are consistent with existence of a switch.  Key elements of 
this switch include positive feedback relationships between actin assembly, accumulation 
of wsp1p and recruitment and activation of Arp2/3.   In this perspective, dip1p may act as 
a trigger, which increases the likelihood of activating the switch, without being a 
necessary component of the switch.  In the absence of dip1p, the activation of the switch 
no longer occurs within seconds, but appears stochastic, but once activated, proceeds 
with normal (or slightly elevated) kinetics.     
 
These studies provide a working model for the initiation of Arp2/3-dependent assembly 
in vivo.  As clearly demonstrated in the dip1 mutant, WASp may localize initially on the 
cortex prior to actin assembly and arrival of Arp2/3. Upon a triggering event, actin, 
Arp2/3 and myosin type I are rapidly recruited for a highly local burst of actin 
polymerization This observation is consistent with studies in wildtype fission and 
budding yeasts (Jonsdottir and Li, 2004; Kaksonen et al., 2005; Sirotkin et al., 2005).  
Our data coupled with prevalent models of Arp2/3 activation suggest that one trigger 
could be the addition of an F-actin seed.   In vitro studies have shown that the actin 
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filaments are potent activators of Arp2/3 dependent actin polymerization (Amann and 
Pollard, 2001; Machesky et al., 1999).  An in vitro demonstration that a single actin 
filament is sufficient to trigger a burst of actin polymerization has been described 
(Achard et al.). In a subset of cases, this actin filament may be brought to the site by a 
visiting endocytic vesicle, while in other cases, a F-actin seed may arrive by diffusion or 
be presented by another actin structure, such as actin cables.   In this context, dip1p may 
facilitate the recruitment of this actin seed.  The dose dependent effects of Lat-A suggest 
that the switch does not require only the presence of actin filaments, but requires dynamic 
assembly above a certain minimal rate.  One explanation for this effect is a preference of 
Arp2/3 to bind recently polymerized actin rich in ATP-actin (Chan et al., 2009; Mahaffy 
and Pollard, 2006).  The F-actin seed activates Arp2/3 nucleation, causing it to nucleate a 
branched filament off of the seed.  Actin filaments then recruit more Arp2/3, WASp, and 
other factors such as myosin I, leading to activation of positive feedback loops that 
produce a rapid burst of actin assembly.  At low doses of LatA (2 µM) or in a wsp1 
mutant, the patch may contain F-actin, but the actin lacks the necessary dynamics for 
more explosive actin assembly needed to drive endocytosis.   When the rate of actin 
polymerization is insufficient, the patch appears to go in reverse and slowly disassembles.   
 
Dip1, a key factor in initiation of actin assembly 
 
We identify dip1p as an important element in triggering this actin assembly switch at the 
actin patch.  Our studies demonstrate that it regulates the proper timing of the yeast actin 
patch.   Double mutant phenotypes suggest that dip1p functions in a pathway parallel 
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with wsp1p activity.   One model is that it, along with the WASp, facilitates the 
presentation of an F-actin seed for initiation.  The mammalian orthologue WISH/DIP has 
been shown to bind directly to N-WASp to activate Arp2/3p mediated actin 
polymerization (Fukuoka et al., 2001). WISH/DIP also interacts with F- and G-actin, and 
other components of the endocytic machinery such as syndapin, dynamin and the arp2/3 
complex (Kim et al., 2006a; Kim et al., 2006b; Kim et al., 2005).   However, the 
significance of these interactions and its function in vivo has not been thoroughly 
investigated.  S. pombe dip1p lacks the SH3 domain required for many of these 
interactions including N-WASp, but retains a conserved Leucine Rich Region (LRR) that 
has been implicated in the mammalian ortholog to bind the Arp2/3 complex, F and G-
actin, and formins (Eisenmann et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2006a). In unpublished data 
(Chesarone M. and Goode, B. personal communication), we have tested activities of S. 
pombe dip1p.  Bacterially expressed dip1p however does not bind to F-actin and does not 
activate S. pombe WASp in reactions with rabbit actin and budding yeast Arp2/3 
complex.  Further studies, using for instance components purified from S. pombe, will be 
needed to test the precise biochemical functions of dip1p.  The dip1p orthologue in S. 
cerevisiae, Ldb17p, is also a component of the actin patch and has strain-dependent 
effects on patch dynamics (Burston et al., 2009)(B.Goode personal communication).   
 
The role of dip1p in formin regulation is not yet clear.  In dip1 null mutant, there is a 
clear overabundance of F-actin in cables and contractile ring, similar to the 
overabundance of filopodia seen in mammalian cells in which WISH/DIP has been 
depleted (Eisenmann et al., 2007).   This is consistent with the proposal that these 
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proteins function as formin inhibitors.  It is possible, however, that this increase in the 
amount of F-actin in these structures is due to the decrease of F-actin in actin patches 
(Gao and Bretscher, 2008).  Similar increases in cables are also seen in wsp1 and arp2/3 
fission yeast mutants, for instance (our unpublished observations).   Our attempts to 
visualize dip1p with formins have been negative, and their localization patterns are 
independent.  In particular, the dynamics of for3p, which is thought to reflect the rate of 
formin-dependent actin assembly, as not affected (Figure 11).  Thus, the S. pombe dip1p 
does not have obvious effects on formin activity in vivo.   
 
Priming a patch with another patch 
 
Our direct observations suggest that an actin polymerization event can be primed by 
another endocytic vesicle.  A correlation between the activation of a patch and touch of 
another visiting patch appeared to be highly significant in dip1 cells, and similar events 
were observed in wildtype cells as well.  We propose that these visiting vesicles, which 
are actively polymerizing actin, provide ATP-rich actin seeds for triggering actin 
polymerization at the patch site.  It is also possible that the visiting patches provide other 
components such as lipids or other proteins that promote activation; it is not clear though 
if the vesicles actually fuse.  Internalized endocytic vesicles are connected to and move 
on actin cable structures (Huckaba et al., 2004; Pelham and Chang, 2001) and thus patch 
may move towards each other via actin cables.  As only a third of actin activation events 
in dip1 mutants occur with a visiting patch, other activation events could be primed by 
free actin filaments, actin cables, or other cellular structures.  The early endosome, a 
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larger component that is not actin-rich, has been observed to visit and fuse with 
internalizing endocytic vesicles in budding yeast (Toshima et al., 2006).   The endocytic 
event is reminiscent of “kiss and run” events of exocytic vesicles transiently fusing with 
the plasma membrane documented in mammalian cells (Palfrey and Artalejo, 2003; 
Smith et al., 2008), although similar events have not been reported previously for 
endocytosis.    
 
Analogies to the cell cycle 
 
These studies highlight similarities of endocytosis to the cell division cycle: both are 
characterized by the orchestrated progression of events that are temporally regulated by 
switch-like mechanisms at key transition points (Charvin et al., 2010; Ferrell et al., 2009; 
Novak et al., 2010).  In this light, dip1p is analogous to a cell cycle regulatory factor that 
controls the transition from one cell cycle phase to the next.  Although cell cycle mutants 
in which cell cycle periods are either slower or faster are well known (Nurse, 1997), 
curiously, to our knowledge, no cell cycle mutant has been identified quite like dip1∆, in 
which the length of a cell cycle phase (like G1 phase) is rendered highly variable with a 
random distribution.  Additional contrasts and comparisons between endocytosis and the 
cell cycle are likely to yield general conceptual insights into the regulation of complex 








MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 
Yeast Strains, Plasmids and Genetic Methods 
 
The S. pombe strains used in this study are listed in Supplemental Table 1.  Standard 
methods for S. pombe media and genetic manipulations were used (Moreno et al., 1991). 
Tagged and deletion strains were constructed using a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-
based approach and confirmed by analytical PCR (Bahler et al., 1998). 
The wsp1∆ strain was constructed by replacing the wsp1 ORF with a ura4 cassette in the 
FC420 strain background.  
 
Growth assays 
Length and width of cells was measured on calcofluor-stained septated cells across the short 
and long axis, respectively. Growth on a plate was assayed by spotting 1:10 serial dilutions 
of log phase cultures on YE5S agar plates, leaving them at the indicated temperature for 5 
days and imaging. Growth rates were determined by growing the cells overnight at 25˚C in 
either YE5S or EMM + supplements, followed by dilution of cells to O.D ~0.2 and 
growing them at the indicated temperatures. Optical density of cell cultures was measured 
and noted every hour.  
 
Dyes and pharmacological inhibitors 
For F-actin staining, cells were fixed for 5 minutes with methanol-free 16% 
formaldehyde, permeabilized with 1% TritonX-100 and incubated in dark for 1hr with 
Alexafluor-488 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 100X stock solution of Latrunculin 
A (Biomol International) was prepared in DMSO (Sigma Aldrich) and was used at a range 
of concentrations (0.5µM to 200µM). After treatment with the drug for 2 minutes, changes 
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in actin structures was analyzed by Phalloidin staining fixed samples and wsp1p protein 
levels was analyzed by measuring fluorescence intensity (described in the next section).  
For FM4-64 dye uptake assay, cells were stained with 20mM FM4-64 (Molecular Probes, 
Eugene, OR) for 1min at room temperature, washed with YE and then imaged at the 
indicated time points. 
 
Microscopy and image analysis 
Microscopy was performed using either a widefield fluorescence microscope with a 
Hamamatsu ORCA 100 CCD digital camera or a spinning disc confocal upright 
microscope with a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera (Pelham and Chang, 2001) using a 
100X oil objective, and images were acquired, processed and analyzed with the OpenLab 
5.0.2 software (Improvision, Coventry, United Kingdom) or the ImageJ software 
(National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). All strains were grown to log phase in 
YE5S media at 25˚C for imaging unless otherwise noted. 
To measure fluorescence intensity, single plane confocal images were taken through the 
medial section of the cell. A circular region of 7-pixel diameter was drawn around each 
patch and total fluorescence intensity was measured. A background region of the same 
dimension was selected outside the cell and the background intensity was subtracted. To 
account for photobleaching, a region was selected within the cell’s cytoplasm and the 
decrease in intensity over time was fitted with an exponential curve. The background-
subtracted intensity was normalized against this curve.  
Number of molecules of wsp1p in a patch was measured by comparing fluorescent 
intensities of mYFP-wsp1 with that of mYFP-arc5 (a protein for which the number of 
molecules per patch has been determined) (Wu and Pollard, 2005). mYFP-wsp1 or dip1∆ 
mYFP-wsp1 cells were mixed with mYFP-arc5 cells (labeled with TRITC-lectin to 
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distinguish from mYFP-wsp1) and single plane confocal images were acquired at 1s 
interval. A circular region of 7pixel diameter around the patch was used to measure 
fluorescence intensity as described above. The average intensity of mYFP-wsp1 in patches 
was compared to that of mYFP-arc5 to determine the number of molecules per patch.  To 
determine the change in the number of wsp1p molecules in a patch over time, fluorescent 
intensities were measured in a single patch over time, corrected for background fluorescence 
and photobleaching, and were equated to number of molecules using the relationship 
determined above. 
Quantification of fluorescence intensity of Phalloidin stained actin cables was performed 
using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). We drew a line 
roughly perpendicular to the long axis of the cell across actin cables in the middle third of 
the cell (making sure the line did not cross actin patches), and we measured the peaks of the 
fluorescence profile along this line with the "plot profile" tool. Even though the arbitrary 
fluorescence value varied from one experiment to the other depending on imaging 
conditions, under identical staining and imaging conditions and in 3 independent 
experiments, we obtained the same result. Kymographs were constructed using the "Volume 
Slicing" tool of the OpenLab software for analysis of GFP-dip1 movement. For3p 
movement was analyzed by measuring the distance traveled by for3-3GFP dots between 
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Requirement of actin polymerization during 
















Arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization in a key process during endocytosis and plays an 
essential role particularly in yeast. Unlike in mammalian cells, the presence of a cell wall 
allows yeast cells to build up tremendous amounts of pressure inside the cell without 
lysing. We explored whether the role of actin polymerization is to provide forces to allow 
the plasma membrane to invaginate against a high osmotic (turgor) pressure. We 
discovered that reducing turgor pressure partially rescued endocytic defects under 
reduced actin polymerization and accelerated endocytosis in gpd1 mutants, which fail to 
restore turgor pressure upon osmotic shock. However unlike in budding yeast, reduced 
turgor pressure did not compensate for complete loss of actin polymerization suggesting 
that actin might have additional scaffolding roles. Cell wall growth did not play a role in 
force production for endocytosis. These studies   provide evidence that actin forces are 
required to overcome turgor pressure inside the fission yeast cell. We estimated that a 
surprisingly large amount of force is required for endocytosis and actin polymerization 










In yeast, it is well appreciated that actin filaments are a critical component of 
endocytosis. Actin is required for invagination of the membrane during clathrin-
associated endocytosis, as shown by the effects of agents such as Latrunculin A 
(Kaksonen et al., 2005; Newpher et al., 2005).  A large proportion of actin patch resident 
proteins including arp2/3 activators, arp2/3 complex, actin capping proteins, bundling 
proteins and severing proteins are dedicated to actin regulation in these patches.  In 
addition, membrane proteins such as F-BAR proteins and dynamin, and 
phosphoinositides that contribute to membrane curvature may also play significant roles.  
In animal cells, actin may be dispensable for the initial steps such as invagination, but is 
needed in subsequent steps such as scission and movement of the endocytic vesicle in the 
cytoplasm (Merrifield et al., 2002) (Merrifield et al., 2005) 
 
One key difference between animal cells and walled cells such as yeast, plants and 
bacteria is the presence of high internal turgor pressure. Measurements of the mechanical 
properties of fission yeast have shown that these cells have high turgor pressures of 0.8 
MPa, which is similar for instance, to the air pressure in a racing bike tire.  The cell is 
encased in an elastic cell wall with a Young’s modulus of 20.2 + 6.1 N/m, which is 
similar elasticity as a hard tire rubber (Minc et al., 2009). These measurements predict 
that the process of forming an indentation into the plasma membrane for endocytosis thus 
may require substantial inward forces to overcome the outward force arising from turgor 
pressure.   
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Actin may be needed to provide force at the endocytic pit to counter this turgor pressure; 
this might be one reason why actin is more important in yeast endocytosis than in animal 
cell endocytosis.  A previous paper shows that manipulations of turgor pressure can 
influence endocytosis in budding yeast (Aghamohammadzadeh and Ayscough, 2009). 
Here we pursue a quantitative analysis of the effects of turgor pressure on endocytosis in 
fission yeast.  We develop a quantitative assay for clathrin-mediated endocytosis by 
measuring the dynamic behavior of individual patches and use conditions that minimize 
the effects of compensatory turgor pressure mechanisms.  Our results show that lowering 
the effective turgor pressure can rescue endocytic invaginations and in certain 
circumstances can make endocytosis events proceed even faster than in the wildtype 
cells.  We thus provide evidence that turgor pressure plays a significant role in 
endocytosis and estimate that hundreds of pN of actin-dependent forces are needed to 























Reducing turgor pressure partially suppresses the requirement for actin polymerization 
during endocytosis 
 
As a quantitative assay for endocytosis, we monitored the behavior of individual patches 
over time in living fission yeast cells that express a patch marker sla1-GFP.  As the 
orthologue of this protein has been found by immuno-electron microscopy to be 
associated with the base of the endocytic vesicle, sla1-GFP is likely to mark the 
internalizing endocytic vesicle (Idrissi et al., 2008).  In wildtype cells, sla1-GFP patches 
appeared at the site of endocytosis for an average of 18-20 seconds, moved a short 
distance into the cell interior and then disassociated from the vesicle.  Sub-pixel 
resolution tracking of patch movement showed that the invagination step of endocytosis 
occurred in at least two phases: Phase I was slow with typical velocities of 0.02 + 0.01 
µm/s, and Phase II was relatively faster with typical velocities of 0.16 + 0.05 µm/s. The 
final stage of movement where there is a slight pause before movement resumes most 
likely represents the beginning of movement of the endocytic vesicle after scission.   
Wildtype patches invaginated up to 250-300nm from the plasma membrane, slightly 
deeper than those reported in budding yeast via electron microscopy (Figure 21). 
 
We asked whether reducing turgor pressure inside the cell would negate the requirement 
for actin polymerization during endocytosis. In order to reduce the effective turgor 




Figure 21. Endocytosis in wildtype cells. (Ai). Timelapse images of a single wildtype 
patch containing sla1-GFP and crn1-Tomato. Images are taken at 1s interval. (ii) Sub-
resolution tracking of sla1-GFP fluorescence intensity in wildtype patches. Images were 
acquired every 100ms. (B) (i) Graph showing the percentage of patches in that undergo 
invagination, internalization and remain stationary at the cortex, at indicated Sorbitol 
concentrations. n = 100 patches for each condition. (ii) Graph showing the average time 
spent my sla1-GFP at the cortex in wildtype cells at the indicated sorbitol concentrations. 





Figure 22.  Reduced turgor pressure partially suppresses the requirement for actin 













Figure 22. (A) Timelapse images of a single patch containing sla1-GFP and crn1-Tomato 
after treatment with 2µM LatA. (B) Timelapse images of a single patch containing sla1-
GFP and crn1-Tomato after treatment with 2µM LatA and 0.2M Sorbitol. Images are 
acquired at 1s interval. (C) Sub-resolution tracking of patches in 2µM LatA that undergo 
invagination, internalization and remain stationary at the cortex, at 0M-0.2M Sorbitol 
concentrations. n =56 patches for each condition. (D) Graph tracking the Gaussian peak 
of sla1-GFP fluorescence intensity in patches after treatment with 2µM LatA and 0M 














concentrations of Sorbitol (0M to 0.2M) and immediately observed effects in 1- 5mins.  
In wildtype cells, treatment with these concentrations of sorbitol itself had little effects on 
endocytosis, as all patches internalized with wildtype dynamics (Figure 19A).  
 
We tested whether adding sorbitol could suppress the endocytic defects seen in cells 
treated with a low dose of Latrunculin A.  At 2µM Latrunculin A, endocytic sites were 
associated with actin filaments, but internalization events failed in 98.1% of cells (n=56).  
Sla1-GFP and another patch marker, the actin dependent marker crn1-Tomato (coronin), 
appeared at cortical sites and then disassembled on the cortex without any apparent 
invagination or internalization (Figure 22A).  At increasing concentrations of sorbitol, we 
detected inward movement of sla1-GFP.  At a concentration of 0.2M Sorbitol, almost 
90% of patches invaginated.   These vesicles traveled inward for approximately 150-
200nm; these short inward movements most likely represent the invagination step of 
endocytosis (Figure 22B,C).   The velocity of sla1-GFP movement during this 
invagination was 0.006 + 0.002 µm/sec, about 3x slower than Phase I (0.02 + 0.01 
µm/sec) movement of patches in untreated wildtype cells (Figure 22D).  Sorbitol 
however did not rescue the internalization defect.  Even at 0.2M sorbitol, we detected 
very few examples (<10% patches) of internalization after invagination.  Rather, the 
patches appeared to spring back to the cortex (Figure 22B,D). Interestingly, this kind of 
“bounce-back” behavior is also observed in mutants defective in scission, such as F-BAR 
protein mutants and mutants in actin regulation (such as wsp1∆) (Arasada and Pollard, 
unpublished). Thus, decreasing turgor pressure can partially compensate for reduced actin 




Figure 23. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis is not restored in actin filament- deficient 
cells under reduced turgor pressure. (A) Timelapse images of a single wildtype patch 
containing sla1-GFP and crn1-Tomato after treatment with 200µM LatA. Images are 
taken at 1s interval. (B) Graph showing the percentage of patches that undergo 
invagination, internalization and remain stationary at the cortex after treatment with 200 
µM LatA, at indicated Sorbitol concentrations. n= 100 patches for each condition. (C) LY 
internalization is not affected in the absence of polymerized actin. Images showing LY 





We note that the addition of sorbitol did not rescue the total loss of actin.  A high dose of 
Latrunculin A (200µM Latrunculin A for 10 min), which causes depolymerization of all 
detectable actin filaments (Pelham and Chang, 2001), abolished the internalization of 
sla1-GFP patches.  These patches formed but then persisted on the cortex for the entire 
length of the movie (50 seconds).  Addition of 0.1- 0.2M sorbitol did not affect this 
strong internalization defect (Figure 23).   Thus, a minimal amount of F-actin is required 
for endocytosis, suggesting, not surprisingly, that actin has other roles besides force 
production against turgor pressure.  
 
Reducing turgor pressure accelerates endocytosis 
 
We hypothesized that reducing turgor pressure under normal conditions might accelerate 
endocytosis. We initially tested this notion by treating wildtype cells with increasing 
doses of Sorbitol but did not notice any difference in dynamics of endocytic marker sla1-
GFP at various Sorbitol concentrations (Figure 21Bii). We then examined endocytosis in 
gpd1∆ cells.   Gpd1p (glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) is the enzyme principally 
responsible for increasing glycerol production upon osmotic stress such as sorbitol 
treatment; gpd1 null mutant cells compensate for the decrease in turgor pressure far less 
efficiently than wildtype cells, and thus effects of sorbitol can be assayed in a more 
controlled manner (Aiba et al., 1995; Degols et al., 1996; Hohmann, 2002; Minc et al., 
2009). We found that addition of sorbitol in the gpd1 mutant caused a significant 
reduction in the time that sla1-GFP spent at the cortex before being internalized. In the 
absence of Sorbitol, 
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Figure 24. Reducing turgor pressure accelerates endocytosis in gpd1∆. (A) Medial 
confocal sections of gpd1 mutants expressing sla1-GFP at the indicated sorbitol 
concentrations. (B) Timelapse images of a single sla1-GFP patch taken at 1s interval at 0-
0.25M sorbitol concentrations. (C) Graph representing the average time spent by sla1-
GFP at the cortex at 0M, 0.125M and 0.25M Sorbitol concentrations. ** represents p-
value < 0.005. n = 20 patches for each condition. 
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sla1-GFP spent an average of 20.5 + 6.8 seconds at the cortex before being internalized. 
At 0.125M and 0.25M sorbitol, sla1p patches spent 40% less time at the cortex than 
patches in no sorbitol (12.50 + 4.5 seconds and 12.65 + 4.0 seconds respectively; p-value 
< 0.005) (Figure 24).   Thus, addition of sorbitol in these cells accelerates the endocytic 
process.   
 
Reduced turgor pressure rescues endocytic mutants  
 
We tested whether reducing turgor pressure would reverse defects in certain endocytic 
mutants.  Mutants of wsp1 (WASp), an activator of arp2/3 mediated actin assembly, are 
efficient at establishing sites of endocytosis and are capable of polymerizing actin at 
these sites.  However endocytosis fails in these mutants possibly because the rate of actin 
polymerization is too low.   At 0M Sorbitol, 85% of patches remained stationary at the 
cell cortex and failed to invaginate or internalize. Addition of 0.1M Sorbitol led to 
invagination in 90% of patches and also led to internalization in 55% of patches (Figure 
25A).  
 
Sorbitol also rescued null mutants of myosin type I, myo1.  At 0M Sorbitol, 80% of 
patches remained stationary at the cell cortex and failed to invaginate or internalize. In 
comparison, as predicted, reducing turgor pressure by adding 0.1M Sorbitol not only led 
to invagination in 82% of patches but also facilitated scission and internalization in 70% 




Figure 25. Reduced turgor pressure rescues endocytic defects of wsp1∆ and myo1∆. 
(A) (Left) Timelapse images of a single patch containing sla1-GFP and crn1-Tomato in 
wsp1∆ at 0M and 0.1M Sorbitol. Images are acquired at 1s interval (Right) Graph 
showing the percentage of patches in wsp1∆ that undergo invagination, internalization 
and remain stationary at the cortex, at indicated Sorbitol concentrations. n = 47 patches 
for each condition. (B) (left) Timelapse images of a single patch containing sla1-GFP and 
crn1-Tomato in myo1∆ at 0M and 0.1M Sorbitol. Images are acquired at 1s interval. 
(Right) Graph showing the percentage of patches in myo1∆ that undergo invagination, 
internalization and remain stationary at the cortex, at indicated Sorbitol concentrations. n 
= 43 patches for each condition. 
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The cell wall is not required for endocytosis 
 
Endocytosis and the cell wall share a close relationship in fungal and plant cells.  For 
instance, regions of endocytosis correlate highly with regions of active cell wall growth 
and remodeling. Experiments in budding and fission yeast suggest that forces generated 
by the growing cell wall during septation plays an important role in squeezing the plasma 
membrane against the internal turgor pressure whereas actin forces within the contractile 
ring may only serve to guide ring constriction (Schmidt et al., 2002)(Proctor and Chang, 
unpublished). We tested a possible scenario in which cell wall growth, for instance from 
polymerization of the glucan chains into the pit, contributes directly to the inward forces 
involved in endocytosis.  
 
To test the role of the cell wall, we examined endocytosis in fission yeast cells lacking a 
cell wall.  The cell wall was digested away using a cell wall digesting enzyme and then 
resuspended in 0.25M Sorbitol and media. As shown in Figure 26B, spheroplasts were 
able to undergo endocytosis, even though patches no longer exhibited a polarized 
distribution. There was no significant difference in dynamics of patches: sla1-GFP and 
crn1-Tomato remained at the cortex for 11.7 + 2.9 seconds and 2.9 + 1.6 seconds 
respectively in the presence of a cell wall, and for 13.0 + 3.8 seconds and 2.7 + 0.7 





     
Figure 26. The cell wall is not required for endocytosis. (A) Schematic representation 
of cell wall formation during cytokinesis and endocytosis (hypothetical) (B) Timelapse 
images of spheroplasts expressing sla1-GFP (green) and crn1-Tomato (red) at 0.25M 
Sorbitol. Arrowheads follow actin patches during endocytosis. (C) Graph showing the 
average time spent by actin patch proteins, sla1-GFP (green) and crn1-Tomato (red), at 







Calculating the force needed for endocytic invagination 
 
Our findings support a model in which invagination of the endocytic patch involves 
active force production needed to drive in the membrane against turgor pressure.   
Quantitation of key parameters from previous studies allows us to estimate the forces 
involved in this process.  We assume that the patch has dimensions and shape similar to 
those in budding yeast, which has been recently measured by cryo-fixation EM 
tomography to be a cylindrical shape of 20nm in diameter (Kishimoto et al., 
unpublished).  A measurement of turgor pressure derived from force-velocity 
measurement in fission yeast suggests a high pressure of 1MPa in fission yeast (Minc et 
al., 2009). A simple calculation leads to an estimate that it takes at least over 630pN force 
to push in the invagination against turgor pressure (Figure 27). 
 
Can actin and myosin provide sufficient force for this process, or do other force-
producing mechanisms need to be invoked?  Measurements of number of molecules of 
arp2/3 complex and capping protein, acp1 suggest that there are about 140 free actin 
barbed ends in the patch (Berro et al., 2010). If actin filaments can exert 2pN 
force/filament (Kovar and Pollard, 2004), a total force of 280pN would be generated, 
assuming all filament ends actively growing and the major direction of force parallel to 
the invaginating membrane. Therefore actin polymerization alone cannot account for 


















Figure 27. (A) Schematic of forces acting in an invaginating patch. Fa+m = force due to 
actin and myosin; FΤ = force due to turgor pressure; Fγ = force due to membrane tension; 
Fν = force due to viscous drag; r = radius of the invaginating patch; yellow = actin; red = 
myosin I; δP = turgor pressure = 1MPa; Na = number of actin filaments =140; Nm = 
number of myosin I molecules = 300; fa = force by a single actin filament =2pN; fm = 
force by a single myosin molecule =5pN. Force due to membrane tension and viscous 
drag were negligible compared to the force due to turgor pressure and were therefore 
ignored in the calculations. (B) Graph of force required to overcome turgor pressure as a 
function of diameter (2r) of the invaginating patch. Yellow shaded region = range of 
forces that can by accounted for by actin polymerization; red shaded region = range of 
forces that can be accounted for by actin and myosin (i) shows that for patch diameters 
over 35nm, acto-myosin cannot account for forces required to overcome turgor pressure. 
The boxed region in zoomed in (ii). Black arrow indicates the diameter of patches 









the patch (Sirotkin et al., 2010) . Assuming that each myosin motor exerts 5pN force 
(Yanagida and Ishijima, 1995) and that the majority of these elements are operating, then 
acto-myosin forces would be enough to generate about 1800pN of force, sufficient to 
overcome turgor pressure. Previous EM analyses of actin patches and filasomes in yeast 
estimate patch diameters of 50 – 70nm (Idrissi et al., 2008; Kanbe et al., 1989; Takagi et 
al., 2003).  In order to invaginate a vesicle of that size, it would require 4000-8000pN of 


















These studies provide strong evidence that turgor pressure is a major component 
regulating the mechanics of endocytosis in fission yeast.  Reducing the effective turgor 
pressure partially suppresses the defects in invagination seen in the cells treated with 
2µM LatA and also in wsp1 and myo1 mutants.  Addition of sorbitol in gpd1 mutant 
cells, which are defective in compensating for this osmotic change, led to significantly 
faster rate of endocytosis.   These studies suggest that one of important functions of actin 
and these actin-associated proteins is to provide sufficient force to overcome turgor 
pressure.   
 
This conclusion leads to a proposal that a surprisingly large force of 1000nN per unit µm2 
area is needed to counter turgor pressure to displace a hole the size of an invaginating pit.   
In comparison, force produced by Listeria ActA driven actin comet tails are on the order 
of 1.5nN per unit µm2 area (Giardini et al., 2003) and at focal adhesions in fibroblasts and 
myocytes are on the order of 5nN per unit µm2 area (Balaban et al., 2001).The 
mechanistic details of this force production are not well understood even for well-
characterized systems such as actin comet tails.  Actin filaments growing could exert 
pushing forces against a barrier, for instance as proposed in a Brownian ratchet model.    
Myosin I, which appear in the patch at 300 molecules that remain at the cell surface, 
binds to membranes directly through its tail and can move actin filaments using its motor 
domain.  However, limited conclusions can be made as given the paucity of 
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ultrastructural data, the organization and polarity of the actin filaments in this structure is 
not yet known.   
 
Our studies extend and also differ from the budding yeast results of 
Aghamohammadzadeh et al. in many ways.  In contrast to that paper, we found that 
sorbitol could not rescue the total loss of actin seen with a high does of LatA.  Our use of 
very brief Sorbitol treatments and the use of the gpd1 mutant minimized the effects of 
compensatory effects of the stress response pathway.  We extend their finding that 
sorbitol can suppress a loss of actin bundlers to a more general loss of actin 
polymerization.  Given our results that the fluid phase endocytosis of Lucifer Yellow in 
S. pombe is entirely independent of actin even in the absence of added sorbitol (Figure 
23C), it is clear that the fluid phase mechanism may be distinct from the patch-based 
mechanism discussed here.   
 
Our studies reveal that actin has multiple functions at the patch, both at internalization 
and scission.  With sorbitol, we rescued the invagination defect, but did not rescue the 
scission defect; the pit invaginated but instead of forming a free vesicle, it bounced back.  
Similar phenotypes have been seen with mutants defective in actin polymerization 
(wsp1p and myo1p), F-BAR proteins (cdc15p and bzz1p) (Arasada and Pollard, 
unpublished), amphiphysins (rvs167p, rvs161p) (Kaksonen et al., 2005) and dynamins 
(vps1p) (Smaczynska-de et al., 2010).   Actin might be needed for instance in the proper 
recruitment of certain patch proteins necessary for scission (such as myosin I, PIK, and 
BAR domain proteins) and might also participate more directly in the scission process.  
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The requirement of actin during endocytic pit invagination might be a conserved 
mechanism to overcome large forces experienced by the cell membrane. Plant cells, due 
to the presence of a cell wall, can attain high cytoplasmic turgor pressure. Studies looking 
at endocytosis in plants show that in the absence of actin, endocytic internalization of 
dyes is severely affected (Baluska et al., 2004, Grebe et al., 2003). However the exact 
steps where actin is essential is far from clear in plants. Interestingly, large clathrin-
coated plaques found on the basal surface of adherent mammalian cells, but not the apical 
surface of the same cells, require actin for their internalization. An interesting speculation 
is that in these cells actin polymerization overcomes the adhesive forces that anchor the 
basal membrane to the substrate (Conibear, 2010; Traub, 2009a). An in depth dissection 
of the requirement for actin in each stage of endocytosis would be essential in teasing 












MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Yeast strains and media 
The S. pombe strains used in this study are listed in Supplemental Table 1.  Standard 
methods for S. pombe media and genetic manipulations were used (Moreno et al., 1991). 
Tagged and deletion strains were constructed using a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-
based approach and confirmed by analytical PCR (Bahler et al., 1998). 
 
Dyes and pharmacological inhibitors 
For Lucifer Yellow assays, cells were grown in liquid YE5S culture with or without 
Latrunculin A, spun down and resuspended in YE5S (25µl) containing Latrunculin A and 
Lucifer Yellow dye (10 µl of 40 mg/ml; Sigma; made up in water and stored in the dark 
at 4˚C). This was incubated on a tabletop rotor for 30 mins at room temperature. Cells 
were washed two times with 100µl potassium phosphate buffer (50 mM potassium 
phosphate (pH 7.5), 10mM NaF, 10mM NaN3) and imaged immediately on a Zeiss 
scanning confocal microscope. 100X stock solution of Latrunculin A (Biomol 
International) was prepared in DMSO (Sigma Aldrich) and was used at a range of 
concentrations (2µM to 400µM). After treatment with the drug for 2 minutes, changes in 





To reduce turgor pressure, cells were treated with 0M-0.2M sorbitol (Sigma) in YE5S for 1-
5mins before image acquisition. For LatA treatments, cells were incubated in sorbitol 
containing 2µM -200µM LatA for 2-5mins before image acquisition.  
 
Spheroplast preparation 
To prepare spheroplasts, cells were grown to O.D =0.5, washed with SCS buffer and 
resuspended in 0.05g/ml Lallzyme (Lallemand Inc.)/ SCS solution. Cells were incubated 
incubate at 37˚C, while shaking gently. After 10 minutes, when about 90% cells were 
spheroplasted, they were washed with SCS buffer and resuspended in YE with 0.25M 
sorbitol.  
 
Microscopy and image analysis 
Microscopy was performed using a spinning disc confocal upright microscope with a 
Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera (Pelham and Chang, 2001) using a 100X oil objective or a 
Zeiss LSM laser-scanning confocal microscope, and images were acquired, processed 
and analyzed with the OpenLab 5.0.2 software (Improvision, Coventry, United Kingdom) 
or the ImageJ software (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). All strains were 
grown to log phase in YE5S media at 25˚C for imaging unless otherwise noted. 
Sub-pixel resolution tracking of patches was performed on Matlab. Briefly a patch was 
selected and Gaussian curves were fitted on the fluorescence intensity for each time 
frame. The peak of the Gaussian curve was then plotted over time to get the position of 
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F-actin in the S.pombe nucleus: effects on 
















The form and function of actin inside the nucleus has a checkered history. The role of 
actin in transcription, nuclear transport, nuclear and chromosome architecture are well 
established. However the lack of evidence of phalloidin stained actin filaments has left 
open questions regarding the structure of nuclear actin. We discovered the presence of 
phalloidin stained actin structures inside the nucleus of dip1∆for3∆ mutants. Other 
ectopic actin structures such as nuclear actin bars and perinuclear actin rings were also 
observed. Nuclear actin structures were dynamic, localized to distinct nuclear territories 
and associated with cofilin. Excess nuclear actin caused defects in nuclear architecture 
during interphase as well as mitosis. The abundance of nuclear actin was associated with 
defects in chromosome segregation and heterochromatin formation. These results show 
for the first time that phalloidin stained nuclear actin filaments can form inside the fission 
yeast nucleus and can modulate nuclear functions. Future studies will address differential 
transcriptional regulation by nuclear actin, the source of nuclear actin and its presence in 
















The role of actin as a cytoplasmic cytoskeletal protein has been extensively studied both 
in vivo and in vitro and well appreciated. On the contrary its presence, form and role in 
the nucleus had remained largely elusive for years. The precipitation of actin and actin- 
related proteins with classical nuclear proteins were considered artifacts and the lack of 
positive staining with the primary F-actin marker, the mucosal poison, phalloidin 
dismissed the idea of polymeric actin structures in the nucleus. Sophisticated experiments 
over the last few decades have continuously established that actin along with numerous 
actin binding proteins participate in key nuclear functions such as DNA transcription, 
chromatin remodeling, intranuclear and nucleo-cytoplasmic transport and maintenance of 
nuclear architecture. Interestingly, the role of actin in DNA-associated functions might 
have been quite ancient.  Prokayotic homologues of actin such as MreB and ParM are 
involved in plasmid and chromosomal DNA segregation (discussed below), a role that 
has been taken over by the microtubule cytoskeleton in eukaryotes.  
 
Prokaryotic actin in DNA processes 
 
A role of actin or actin related proteins in DNA related processes can be traced back to 
very early in evolution. Actin homologues in prokaryotes have been identified only 
recently due to their minimal homology (about 15%) with eukaryotic actin (Bork et al., 
1992). Despite the low homology, two key features are conserved in prokaryotic actin: 
the ability to bind nucleotide and the ability to form filaments. The two most closely 
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resembling actin homologues in bacteria are MreB and ParM (Amos et al., 2004; van den 
Ent et al., 2002) and both have been shown to be involved in the segregation of bacterial 
DNA material (Gitai et al., 2004; Kruse and Gerdes, 2005). 
 
Growing evidence of actin’s role in the nucleus  
 
(i) Transcription – Actin, actin activators and actin binding proteins have been 
implicated in regulation of DNA transcription and pre-mRNA processing through 
interactions with components of the transcriptional machinery such as RNA polymerase 
subunits, hnRNP, promoter regions of DNA and transcription factors (Skarp and 
Vartiainen, 2010).  In eukaryotes, actin has been found to be associated with subunits of 
all three RNA polymerases through co-purification methods (Fomproix and Percipalle, 
2004; Hu et al., 2004; Smith et al., 1979). In addition, actin antibodies strongly suppress 
Pol I and Pol II mediated DNA transcription both in vivo and in vitro (Hofmann et al., 
2004). Differential recruitment of actin to actively transcribing genes (Hu et al., 2004) or 
upon induction to differentiate has also been reported (Xu et al., 2010). However the 
requirement and mechanisms regulating the recruitment of actin to distinct genomic 
regions need to be addressed in further detail. One hypothesis is that force generation by 
acto-myosin complexes might be required to position RNA polymerase at the promoter 
regions of genes. Indeed, nuclear myosin I (NMI) and myosin VI have been shown to 
interact with transcription initiation factors and RNA polymerases and myosin inhibitors 
reduce transcription (Philimonenko et al., 2004; Vreugde et al., 2006). In addition to actin 
itself, actin interacting proteins have also been implicated in regulation of transcription. 
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The actin nucleator, JMY, for example, is involved in activation of the p53 transcription 
response under DNA damage (Coutts et al., 2010). 
 
(ii) Nucleo-cytoplasmic transport – The visualization of actin and actin-binding 
proteins in association with fiber like projections (Kiseleva et al., 2004) or NMI in 
association with mature rRNA transcripts at the nuclear pore basket in Xenopus oocytes 
(Obrdlik et al., 2010), together with earlier studies showing inhibition of viral RNA 
export from the nucleus in the absence of actin (Kimura et al., 2000) , suggest that actin, 
actin binding proteins and myosin play an active role in transport of ribonucleic acids and 
proteins from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. In Xenopus, the export of actin from the 
nucleus in complex with profilin, is dependent on Exportin6 (Bohnsack et al., 2006). It is 
conceivable then that this export mechanism might participate in the nucleo-cytoplasmic 
transport of other proteins that interact with the complex. In addition to nucleo-
cytoplasmic transport, long-range movement within the nucleus such as those of small 
nuclear RNA genes towards Cajal bodies, migration of a chromosome regions between 
nuclear territories and directed movement of certain gene loci towards each other for 
enhanced transcription have all been shown to be dependent on actin (Dundr et al., 2007)    
(Chuang et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2008). Actin filaments also play a role in chromosome 
congression during mitosis in large oocytes of starfish, however they assemble after 
nuclear envelope breakdown (Lenart et al., 2005). 
 
(iii) Maintenance of chromosome and nuclear architecture - Maintenance of 
chromatin and nuclear architecture is essential for nuclear functions such as DNA 
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transcription, translation, repair and signaling. The primary cytoskeletal proteins involved 
in the maintenance of nuclear architecture in higher eukaryotes are the lamins. Lamins 
form filamentous structures in a region under the nuclear envelope called the ‘nuclear 
lamina’ (Stuurman et al., 1998). Actin, ABPs and NMI have been shown to interact with 
lamins and lamin-interacting proteins such as emerin (Holaska and Wilson, 2006; 
Sasseville and Langelier, 1998). Studies in Exportin6-overexpressing Xenopus cells have 
shown that the nuclear envelope becomes highly fragile in the absence of nuclear actin. 
Therefore, similar to lamins, nuclear actin may also provide structural support to these 
large nuclei. Interestingly yeast nuclei lack nuclear lamins. The structural role might have 
been taken over by chromatin or more intriguingly by nuclear actin structures. Yet others 
hypothesize that the small size of the yeast nucleus might preclude the need for a 
structural support.  
 
Actin and actin-related proteins (Arps) associate with chromatin remodeling complexes 
and alter chromatin architecture through histone or DNA modification. For example, the 
actin-related protein Arp4 specifically associates with chromatin during mitosis and 
might play a role in proper functioning of the kinetochore, whereas Arp6 are involved in 
heterochromatin maintenance and transcription silencing at the telomeres (Minoda et al., 








Figure 28.  Actin in the nucleus - form and function. Schematic showing that actin 
(red) is involved in number of essential function inside the nucleus such as (A) Pol I, II 
and III mediated transcription, (B) movement of chromosomal loci between subdomains 
within the nucleus and (C) Nucleo-cytoplasmic transport of RNAs and RNPs through 
nuclear pore complexes. Nuclear actin can itself be shuttled in (E) and out (D) of the 
nucleus in a complex with actin binding proteins such as profilin, cofilin and Exportin6.  
Nuclear myosin (yellow) has been implicated along with nuclear actin in several of these 
functions. The exact form of nuclear actin in all these processes is still not clear and their 





F-actin may be present in a distinct form in the nucleus 
 
A key missing piece in this field is that normal actin filaments have not been equivocally 
observed in the nucleus. It is now well established that there are indeed monomeric as 
well as polymeric forms of actin in the nucleus. Ye et al., 2008 unequivocally showed  
that a polymerized form of actin was required for Pol I mediated transcription of r-rna 
genes (Ye et al., 2008).  Treatment with actin depolymerizing drug or addition of cofilin 
reduced Pol I mediated transcription whereas F-actin stabilizing agents such as phalloidin 
and profilin had no effect. Ye et al. also showed that both actin and myosin activity was 
required for transcription. FRAP studies by McDonalds et al. (McDonald et al., 2006) 
revealed that there were populations of slow and fast moving nuclear actin in Xenopus 
oocytes. The mobility of slow moving variety decreased even further after treatment with 
an actin depolymerizing drug suggesting that the slow moving form is polymerized actin. 
EM studies have indicated the presence of actin containing structures emanating from the 
nuclear pore of Xenopus oocytes (Kiseleva et al., 2004). The lack of positive staining of 
nuclear actin by phalloidin has led to some hand waving regarding the structure of F-actin 
in the nucleus. Phalloidin recognizes a seven-subunit long stretch on an actin filament of 
a specific conformation. The lack of phalloidin staining have led to hypotheses that the 
nucleus either contains very short actin filaments or the conformation of actin filaments is 
distinct from cytoplasmic F-actin that renders it unrecognizable by phalloidin.  
 
In this chapter we report a fortuitous finding that results in the first evidence of phalloidin 
stained F-actin in the nucleus in yeast to our knowledge. We attempt to understand the 
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dynamic nature of these actin filaments and their effect on nuclear architecture and 
chromosome segregation. These initial studies reveal that actin structures formed within 
the nucleus might indeed be very similar to cytoplasmic F-actin and thus provide a model 
system to study the role of nuclear actin in eukaryotes. Although it does not 
unequivocally demonstrate the existence of F-actin in wildtype cells, it certainly shows 
that actin can polymerize there, and provide a first look at the behavior and properties of 
























dip1 for3 double mutants show phalloidin stained F-actin structure in the nucleus 
 
In an attempt to understand the origin of the excess cytoplasmic actin cables in a dip1 
mutant (described in chapter 1) we created a strain that lacked the cable nucleating 
formin, for3p in a dip1∆ background. Double mutants were relatively sicker than either 
the for3 or dip1 single mutants and were synthetic lethal at 36˚C. They showed loss of the 
characteristic rod shape and formed more rounded, dumpy cells. We stained with 
phalloidin to check for actin structures. Actin cables were significantly reduced in the 
double mutant, however unlike in a for3 mutant where there are no actin cables at all, the 
double mutant still contained a small number of wispy cable like F-actin structures 
(Figure 29A). We have very preliminary evidence suggesting that these filaments might 
be nucleated by aberrantly activated cdc12p in the cytoplasm during interphase. 
A very interesting phenotype that we observed in dip1 for3 double mutants was the 
presence of nuclear filamentous actin. Three unique phalloidin-stained structures were 
visible in these mutants apart from the cytoplasmic actin filaments and actin patches: 
diffuse nuclear actin, intranuclear actin bar and perinuclear actin ring. Wildtype and for3 
mutants alone do not show any of these structures. In a dip1 mutant alone actin bars and 
diffuse nuclear actin is seen in less than 10% of cells. The appearance of these structures 
is greatly enhanced in a dip1 for3 double mutant with over 80% of cells showing a 
diffuse nuclear staining and about 30% of cells showing actin bars. Perinuclear actin 

















Figure 29.  (A) Alexafluor Phalloidin 488 staining of dip1∆for3∆ mutants showing 
diffuse nuclear staining (yellow arrow), perinuclear ring (green arrow), nuclear actin bar 
(red arrow) and cytoplasmic actin filaments (grey arrow). (B) Quantitation of percentage 
of cells containing the above actin structures in wildtype, dip1∆, for3∆ and dip1∆for3∆ 












F-actin is present inside the nucleus but is largely excluded from the nucleolus 
 
To verify that filamentous actin was indeed present inside the nucleus, we carefully 
looked at confocal z- sections through the cell. Figure 30B shows a series of z-stacks at 
0.6µm separation from the bottom of the cell to the top of the cell. Diffuse f-actin was 
visible inside the nucleus. In comparison wildtype fission yeast cells did not show an 
increased Phalloidin staining in the nucleus (Figure 30A). Co-staining with DAPI showed 
that F-actin co-localized with DNA and was largely excluded from the region of the 
nucleus stained less well with DAPI: the nucleolus. Nuclear actin was present at all 
stages of the cell cycle – in interphase as well as during mitosis (Figure 30C). 
 
Nuclear actin is dynamic 
 
Actin rods or actin bar structures in other cell types have been reported to be non-
dynamic structures. FRAP on GFP- cofilin labeled actin rods showed no recovery of 
fluorescence suggesting that these structures are extremely stable (Bernstein et al., 2006). 
It is curious considering that cofilin is an actin severing protein. However at low 
stoichiometries with actin, cofilin has been shown to bind and stabilize actin filaments 
and could therefore explain the non-dynamic nature of actin rods.   We next tested the 
dynamics of nuclear actin by two different ways. First we performed a treatment with 
Latrunculin A, a drug that inhibits actin assembly by sequestering actin monomers. 
Structures that are more dynamic and therefore exchange actin monomers rapidly will 
disappear earlier than more  
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Figure 30. (A) Plot profile of a line (shown in red) drawn across single confocal plane of 
WT (left) and dip1∆for3∆ (right) cells stained with Phalloidin. (B) Z-sections through a 
dip1∆for3∆ cell showing the presence of phalloidin stained F-actin inside the nucleus. 
(C) Co-staining of DAPI and phalloidin showing that actin is present in the nucleus but is 
largely excluded from the nucleolus (region not stained with DAPI) in interphase (top) as 












stable structures. Actin cables in for3 dip1 mutants disappeared after 1 minute of 
Latrunculin A treatment, at the same time as wildtype cells. Diffuse nuclear actin was no 
longer visible after 3 minutes of Lat A treatment, followed by the disappearance of actin 
patches. The perinuclear and actin bars persist until 7 minutes of Lat A treatment (Figure 
31A). Therefore, although the actin bars were indeed the more stable actin structures in 
the cell, they did show dynamic behavior.  
 
We wanted to observe more directly the possible movement of actin inside the nucleus. 
Since there are no functional fluorescence tags to endogenous actin, we indirectly looked 
at the dynamics of an actin interacting protein domain, the calpolin homology domain 
(CHD), tagged with GFP. Actin dynamics inside the nucleus was clearly visible using 
this marker. Actin rods were seen to grow within the nucleus (Figure 31B) confirming yet 
again that these structures were indeed dynamic in the fission yeast nucleus. Several 
bright CHD-GFP spots showed apparently non-directed movement within the nucleus 
(Figure 31C). Such spots were not obvious in the wildtype nucleus. As described earlier, 
nuclear actin is implicated in transcription. It would be interesting to see if these motile 
spots were associated with any nuclear structure analogous to Cajal Bodies (Nizami et al., 
2010) or transcription sites. We should be cautious about interpreting results using an 
actin-interacting protein domain, since these dynamics could be reflective of the protein 
and not necessarily actin. Improved functional tags to visualize endogenous actin in 





Figure 31. Nuclear actin is dynamic. (A) Graph showing percentage of dip1∆for3∆ 
cells with different F-actin structures under no LatA or after the indicated time of 
treatment with 200µM LatA. (B) Timelapse images through the medial section of a 
dip1∆for3∆ cell showing the growth of a nuclear actin bar (red arrow) marked by CHD-
GFP. (C) Timelapse images through the medial section of a dip1∆for3∆ cell showing 





Actin binding proteins inside the nucleus 
 
Several actin-binding proteins such as nuclear myosin I, tropomyosin, profilin, cofilin 
and gelsolin have been reported to be present in complex with nuclear actin (Pestic-
Dragovich et al., 2000; Rando et al., 2000; Zeng et al., 1999). We sought to find if any 
other S.pombe actin-binding proteins were present in the nucleus, in particular whether 
they co-localized with the actin structures observed in dip1∆for3∆ mutants. To that effect 
we imaged fluorescence labeled actin-binding proteins in wildtype and dip1∆for∆ cells. 
Myosin type I, myo1p, which has been well established in playing a role along with 
cytoplasmic F-actin during endocytosis, was largely depleted from the nuclei of both 
wildtype and dip1∆for3∆ mutants. Similar localization was observed with the fimbrin 
homologue, fim1p. Both fim1p and myo1p are large proteins and would not be able to 
pass through the nuclear pore without active transport. ADF/cof1p and tropomyosin 
cdc8p, proteins that were small enough to passively diffuse through the nuclear pores, 
showed similar fluorescence intensities in the cytoplasm and nucleus in wildtype cells. 
Nuclear fluorescence of cof1p and cdc8p was higher in the nucleus than in the cytoplasm 
of dip1∆for3∆ cells suggesting that cof1p and cdc8p bound to structures within the 
nucleus, likely short F-actin that stained diffusely with Phalloidin (Figure 32). 
Interestingly, ADF/cof1p, but not tropomyosin, localized to the unique F-actin structures 
– the actin rod and the perinuclear ring, in dip1∆for3∆ mutants. As discussed earlier, 
cofilin-actin rods in nuclei of other systems are extremely stable structures. S.pombe 
nuclear actin bars are likely to be dynamic since they are sensitive to Latrunculin A, 




Figure 32. Actin binding proteins inside the nucleus. Localization of actin binding 
proteins cdc8-GFP, myo1-GFP, fim1-GFP and cof1-GFP in WT and dip1∆for3∆ 
mutants. A plot profile is drawn across the length of the cell (red line) to compare 
fluorescence intensities in the nucleus (outlined in blue) relative to the cytoplasm. The 








What nucleates actin in the nucleus? We first investigated whether other formins were 
involved in nucleating actin in the nucleus. dip1∆for3∆cdc12-ts and dip1∆for3∆fus1∆ 
triple mutants still had diffuse nuclear actin, actin bars and perinuclear rings. The arp2/3p 
complex was also not involved in nucleating nuclear actin since dip1∆for3∆arp3c-1 
mutants still contained all ectopic actin structures. It is possible that the marked decrease 
in f-actin in the cytoplasm makes available a larger pool of monomeric actin that can now 
nucleate in the nucleus. In agreement with this hypothesis, we notice a small population 
of for3∆wsp1∆ mutants displaying diffuse nuclear actin and ectopic perinuclear ring and 
actin bars.  
 
Excessive nuclear F-actin leads to aberrant nuclear morphology 
 
Initial stains with phalloidin showing irregular morphologies of the nucleus (Figure 33) 
prompted a more detailed analysis of nuclear architecture. In order to determine whether 
the excess accumulation of nuclear actin caused any changes in nuclear morphology, we 
followed nuclear structure with a GFP tagged nuclear pore marker nup107p. Small 
dynamic protrusions of the nuclear envelope were observed in 32% of nuclei in 
dip1∆for3∆ mutants. The protrusions were 0.56 + 0.28µm in length on average and 
extended with average rates of 0.27 + 0.14µm/min. This effect was lost after treatment 
with Lat A suggesting that nuclear actin was involved in causing the nuclear envelope 




Delays in mitosis may be associated with excess nuclear actin 
 
Since we observed the presence of nuclear F-actin during mitosis, we were curious 
whether filamentous structures within the mitotic nucleus would affect chromosome 
segregation and fission of the nucleus. Observation of the mitotic nucleus using the 
nuclear pore marker nup107p showed that in wildtype cells the nucleus went through a 
characteristic change in shape. The nucleus first elongated, then formed a dumbbell 
shaped structure that finally separated into two nuclei. The entire process was completed 
in about 10 minutes. In contrast, for3∆dip1∆ mitotic cells showed severe defects in 
nuclear morphology. In many instances the nucleus failed to maintain its characteristic 
shape and instead assumed a wide array of shapes while undergoing mitotic division. The 
entire process took about twice as long as in a wildtype cell (Figure 33C). Recent studies 
show that S.pombe nuclei lacking a spindle nucleus undergo actin dependent nuclear 
ruffling (Castagnetti et al., 2010). It is possible that the nuclear phenotype was associated 
with a metaphase block.  
 
Dual imaging of microtubules and the nuclear envelope was performed to track the 
elongation of the mitotic spindle. A trace of spindle length during mitosis is a good 
readout of the mitotic stage of the cell. The first phase of spindle elongation denotes the 
prophase stage of mitosis. At this stage the spindle elongates to a characteristic length 
(which is the diameter of the nucleus) at which it pauses for several minutes. At this point 
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the cell is in metaphase (phase II). The spindle length remains constant while 
chromosomes align and are captured by microtubules at their kinetochore.  After 
 
 
Figure 33. Nuclear F-actin affects nuclear morphology. (A) Timelapse of interphase 
nucleus marked with nuclear pore marker nup107-GFP in WT, dip1∆for3∆ and after 
LatA treatment in dip1∆for3∆. (B) Outline of nuclear membrane shape over time in 
dip1∆for3∆. Colors change from violet at early time points to red at later time points over 
the VIBGYOR spectrum. (C) Timelapse of mitotic nucleus marked with nuclear pore 









chromosome capture is successfully completed, the spindle continues to elongate during 
anaphase (phase III) thus separating the chromosomes towards the two daughter nuclei. A 
characteristic schematic graph of distance between spindle ends is show in Figure 34A 
(left). Mitotic spindles formed properly in for3∆dip1∆ mutants but persisted slightly 
longer than in wildtype where it often buckled after reaching its maximum length. 
Comparison of traces of spindle length between wildtype, dip1∆, for3∆ and for3∆dip1∆ 
mutants showed that the rates of spindle elongation during prophase (phase I) and 
anaphase (phase III) were similar. However the metaphase lag (phase II) was prolonged 
in the double mutant (Figure 34A right) compared to the wildtype and either single 
mutant. This suggested that events leading up to anaphase onset of mitosis were delayed.  
 
The metaphase stage of mitosis involves capture of the centromeric region of sister 
chromosomes by spindle microtubules emanating from opposite spindle pole bodies and 
their separation to begin poleward movement during anaphase onset. Interestingly, 
irregular nuclear shapes associated with defective chromosome segregation have been 
observed in S.pombe previously (Nabeshima et al., 1998). We therefore looked at the 
behavior of the kinetochore complex protein ndc80-GFP in dip1∆for3∆ mutants. During 
interphase, fission yeast centromeres cluster at the nuclear envelope in the vicinity of the 
SPBs. This clustering is lost upon entry into mitosis when kinetochores associate with 
mitotic spindle microtubules (Funabiki et al., 1993). At anaphase onset the centromeres 
again form two clusters that move to either spindle poles. Preliminary analysis showed 
that in dip1∆for3∆ the declustering of ndc80-GFP dots was not affected and occurred as 
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fast as wildtype (4.7+2 mins for dip1∆for3∆ and 6.2+1.8 mins for wildtype). However 
reclustering of the dots for poleward movement was severely affected in 5 of the 6 cases 
analyzed (24.6+9.2 mins for dip1∆for3∆ and 5.9+3.0 mins for wildtype) (Figure 34B). 
 
The kinetochore is a structure on the chromosome that is composed of a centromeric 
heterochromatin region bound to a large complex of proteins that facilitates chromosome 
attachment to microtubules and recruitment of cohesins at the centromeres (Bernard et 
al., 2001). As mentioned previously, actin and Arps associate with chromatin remodeling 
complexes and may alter chromatin architecture. We addressed the possibility of changes 
in heterochromatin structure at the kinetochore by assaying for transcriptional silencing 
of an ura4 reporter gene inserted at the outer repeat of the centromere of chromosome I 
(shown in schematic in Figure 34C left). for3∆ and for3∆dip1∆ mutants both seemed to 
slightly strengthen transcriptional silencing (Figure34C) compared to wildtype and dip∆ 
alone. These correlations are very promising, however more work needs to be done to 













Figure 34. Delays in anaphase onset, defects in chromosome segregation and 















Figure 34. (A) A schematic of different phases of mitosis based on distance between 
spindle ends (left). Measurements of distance between spindle ends over time in 
wildtype, for3∆, dip1∆ and dip1∆for3∆ expressing nup107-GFP and atb2-GFP. (B) 
Timelapse images of wildtype and dip1∆for3∆ cells expressing ndc80-GFP to observe 
kinetochore behavior during mitosis. Time is denoted in minutes:seconds. (C) Schematic 
of an assay to determine heterochromatin formation at the centromeric region of 
chromosome I. Heterochromatin spread is determined by transcriptional silencing of a 
ura4 cassette inserted close to the centromere (left). Spot assay showing growth of the 
indicated strains containing the ura4 cassette on chromosome I, in rich (no selection) and 
selective (-ura) media. Clr4 control strain, defective in heterochromatin formation, 
















A delicate balance between G and F-actin in the cell  
 
The amount of G-actin and F-actin in a cell is in a state of dynamic equilibrium. 
Overproduction of f-actin structures via one nucleation pathway in the cell might limit 
polymerization of actin by other nucleating pathways. Yeast cells that show lethality 
upon aberrant overexpression of formins can be rescued by overexpression of the Las17- 
Arp2/3p pathway (Gao et al, 2008). It is possible then that the polymerization of nuclear 
actin in for3∆dip1∆ mutants is the effect of attenuation of the two important nucleation 
pathways in the cytoplasm. In accordance with this hypothesis, for3∆wsp1∆ mutants also 
showed rare instances of nuclear actin accumulation. Therefore there might not be an 
actin nucleator per se inside the nucleus but the excess of available monomer might 
induce spontaneous polymerization of actin in the cell.  
 
Actin filaments can form inside the nucleus 
 
We demonstrate for the first time that dynamic actin filaments can indeed exist inside the 
yeast nucleus. The structure of these filaments is probably similar to cytoplasmic actin 
filaments as they stain with Phalloidin, unlike in other cells, where nuclear F-actin can 
only be visualized with specific antibodies. This F-actin inside the yeast nucleus is 
dynamic and seems to associate with distinct motile sub-domains within the nucleus. 
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We also noted additional ectopic actin structures like the nuclear actin bar and the 
perinuclear actin ring containing the actin severing protein, cofilin. They might be 
reservoirs of actin similar to actin bodies in yeast (Sagot et al., 2006) or simply aberrant 
structures reminiscent of actin rods associated with neuropathies (Bamburg and Wiggan, 
2002). Actin rod-like structures have been observed in a variety of cell types such as 
neurons, Dictyostelium nuclei and Hela cells and are often associated with diseases such 
as Alzheimers, Huntington’s, microischemia and other neuronal myopathies (Bamburg et 
al., 2010). These actin rods are often associated with cofilin but unlike in S.pombe, they 
do not stain with phalloidin. It is argued that ADF/cofilin binding to a slightly twisted 
form of F-actin eliminates the phalloidin binding site (Galkin et al., 2001; McGough et 
al., 1997). 
 
Excessive nuclear actin filaments causes defects in nuclear function 
 
dip1for3 double mutants show defects in nuclear architecture both during interphase and 
mitosis. Dynamic projections were observed in the interphase nucleus. These 
deformations were distinct from those that occur due to pushing forces from interphase 
cytoplasmic microtubules and were sensitive to LatA.  The mitotic nucleus also failed to 
maintain its shape and showed delays during metaphase. It is possible that actin filaments 
directly pushed the nuclear envelope to alter its shape. Yeast has no nuclear lamina and 
the mechanism for maintenance of its shape is not known.  Alternatively aberrant nuclear 
morphology might be associated with a delayed anaphase onset. Presence of excessive 
filamentous actin structures in a small confined nucleus might cause steric hindrance for 
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chromosome segregation mechanisms. Nuclear actin might cause changes in chromatin 
structure, specifically at the centromeric region, as shown by altered transcriptional 
silencing of an ectopic ura4 cassette at the centromere. As mentioned earlier, actin and 
actin related proteins associate with chromatin remodeling and histone modification 
complexes and might alter acetylation states of histones to enhance formation of 
heterochromatin. How might increased heterochromatin lead to delays in anaphase onset? 
One possibility is that increased spread of heterochromatin might cause defective 
recruitment of kinetochore proteins (Robbins et al., 2005). Another possibility is that 
increased cohesin recruitment as a result of increased heterochromatin formation might 
delay sister chromosome separation during anaphase (Bernard et al., 2001). Direct 
visualization of chromosomes during mitosis under increased nuclear actin would address 
these possibilities. 
 
The future of nuclear actin 
 
The discovery of nuclear F-actin is only the beginning of an exciting field of research in 
S.pombe. One of the broader goals is to understand what the role of actin is inside the 
nucleus. The ease of genetic manipulations and other tools readily available in this 
system might further the study of nuclear actin. As >80% cells exhibit nuclear actin, this 
strain allows for more quantitative experiments. It would be interesting to compare 
transcription profiles under excess nuclear actin (dip1∆for3∆) and depletion of nuclear 
actin (LatA treatment), for example. Finally with further advanced techniques it would be 
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exciting to see if wildtype fission yeast cells indeed contain nuclear F-actin and what its 






































MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 
Yeast Strains, Plasmids and Genetic Methods 
 
Standard methods for S. pombe media and genetic manipulations were used (Moreno et 
al., 1991). Tagged and deletion strains were constructed using a polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR)-based approach and confirmed by analytical PCR (Bahler et al., 1998). 
The fus1∆ strain was constructed by replacing the fus1 ORF with a kanMX6 cassette in 
the FC420 strain background.  
 
Dyes and pharmacological inhibitors 
For F-actin staining, cells were fixed for 5 minutes with methanol-free 16% 
formaldehyde, permeabilized with 1% TritonX-100 and incubated in dark for 1hr with 
Alexafluor-488 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 100X stock solution of Latrunculin 
A (Biomol International) was prepared in DMSO (Sigma Aldrich) and was used at 200µM.  
 
Microscopy and image analysis 
Microscopy was performed using either a widefield fluorescence microscope with a 
Hamamatsu ORCA 100 CCD digital camera or a spinning disc confocal upright 
microscope with a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera (Pelham and Chang, 2001) using a 
100X oil objective, and images were acquired, processed and analyzed with the OpenLab 
5.0.2 software (Improvision, Coventry, United Kingdom) or the ImageJ software 
(National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). All strains were grown to log phase in 
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Arp2/3 mediated branched actin forms diverse structures like the lamellipodia, endocytic 
vesicles and actin comet tails. The spatial and temporal distribution and organization of 
these structures is essential to their function and is therefore most stringently regulated. 
The fission yeast endocytic pathway has been established as an excellent model system to 
study not only the process of endocytosis but also the regulation of conserved proteins 
during branched actin polymerization in vivo. Over the last two decades, studies in 
fission yeast have lead to the discovery that the assembly of endocytic factors is precisely 
orchestrated. The use of mutants has allowed discovery of multiple pathways mediated 
by different nucleation promoting factors for actin polymerization. However some of the 
key questions that remained in the field were how specific steps such as selection of the 
site of endocytosis, recruitment of clathrin, activation of nucleation promoting factors, 
recruitment of the arp2/3 complex or the initiation of actin polymerization was regulated. 
Mathematical modeling of endocytic protein dynamics in fission yeast indicated that 
simple association and dissociation kinetics could explain the timing of most events 
during endocytosis. The association of the ‘mother’ actin filament to the Arp2/3 – WASp 
complex, however, had to be 400 times faster in order to fit in vivo dynamics. The 
disassembly of actin filaments from the endocytic vesicle also did not agree with in vivo 
dynamics. Therefore, we were still likely missing other key regulatory elements in the 
actin polymerization and disassembly pathway. Also what was lacking was an 
understanding of the function of actin as a force-producing element versus a scaffolding 
protein as well as the organization of actin around the endocytic vesicle. 
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This thesis sheds light on the role and regulation of actin polymerization during 
endocytosis. I have in particular investigated the temporal regulation of actin assembly by 
a novel protein dip1p and the role of actin-myosin forces in overcoming high turgor 
pressure for endocytosis. I have also reported the serendipitous discovery of F-actin in the 
nucleus. The highlights of this thesis are summarized in Figure 35.  
 
 
The initiation of actin polymerization and the role of dip1p 
 
I characterized a novel regulator of endocytosis, dip1p. Unlike other endocytic mutants 
where a complete failure of endocytosis is observed and is followed by the slow 
disassembly of endocytic proteins from the cortex, dip1 mutants are unique in that 
endocytosis per se does not fail but the initiation of actin polymerization at the pre-
selected site on the cortex becomes a stochastic event. My results indicated that neither 
the recruitment of WASp to the cortex nor the concentration of WASp at the patch was 
the key factor for actin polymerization initiation in fission yeast. Rather a molecular 
switch, facilitated by dip1p, was the trigger for actin polymerization. My current working 
model is that dip1 is the factor that accelerates the formation of a stable tertiary structure 
between the mother actin filament, the arp2/3 complex and wsp1p, as hypothesized by 
simulation studies. How dip1p achieves this is not entirely clear and warrants further 
biochemical analyses. The lack of activity shown by bacterially purified dip1p could be 
overcome by efficient purification from yeast. We could also investigate what proteins 
associate with dip1p by performing a TAP-tag purification or assessing synthetic 
interactions of dip1 with other genes. Secondly, I uncovered the presence of a positive 
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feedback loop involving wsp1, arp2/3 and actin filaments that led to a burst of actin 
assembly within seconds. Such positive feedback loops between arp2/3 and actin 
filaments have been suggested in other actin-mediated processes. However, I show here 
for the first time that positive feedback between actin polymerization and 
recruitment/clustering of WASp exists during endocytosis. Whether this feedback occurs 
via the arp2/3 complex or a direct interaction between F-actin and wsp1 remains to be 
investigated. dip1 mutants also have robust actin cables. Although I did not see any 
effects on formin localization and dynamics and neither did dip1p co-localize with for3p, 
I cannot rule out that dip1p does not hyperactivate for3p, in a manner similar to that 
proposed in mammalian cells. It would be worthwhile to test effects of dip1p on for3p 
activity in vitro to address these questions. 
 
Dip1p orthologues are present in mammalian cells where they interact with several 
endocytic proteins and promote Arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization in vitro. 
Overexpression or depletion of this protein led to defects in uptake of transferrin and 
other dyes, similar to other endocytic proteins like endophilin and amphiphysin (Gad et 
al., 2000; Kim et al., 2005; Wigge et al., 1997). However no convincing evidence existed 
that WISH/DIP was involved in actin polymerization during clathrin mediated 
endocytosis in vivo. Using the simple model system, fission yeast, I have shown that 
mutants of WISH/DIP proteins do indeed disrupt endocytosis. I have complemented 
studies in mammalian systems by gaining further insight into the dynamics and 
mechanisms by which WISH/DIP proteins might promote endocytosis. With this 
knowledge extracted from a simple eukaryotic system, further study is warranted in 
mammalian systems to assess conservation of function in arp2/3 dependent structures. 
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Dynamics of arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization during lamellipodia formation might 
be quite different from that observed during endocytosis. Actin polymerization in this 
case is not a localized event but is spread over 10s of µm and occurs over a larger time 
scale of 100s of seconds. Thus local bursts of actin polymerization might not be optimal 
for the formation of this structure. Can such a switch-mediated burst in actin 
polymerization be involved in microspike formation then? Indeed WISH/DIP has been 
implicated in arp2/3 mediated actin polymerization in microspike formation in Cos7 cells 
(Fukuoka et al., 2001). 
 
 
The role of actin polymerization during endocytosis  
 
Why does the cell expend such huge amount of resources to polymerize actin during 
endocytosis? I showed that forces generated by actin polymerization are required to 
overcome high turgor pressure within the cell. I discovered that, unlike in budding yeast, 
actin is not completely dispensable for endocytosis at reduced turgor pressures as it may 
serve functions beyond force production. In conditions where actin polymerization is 
attenuated yet occur in all endocytic patches (low LatA doses, wsp1 and myo1 mutants), 
reduction of turgor pressure rescued endocytic defects. I addressed for the first time 
whether actin polymerization and myosin motor activity could account for all the forces 
that were required for invagination against turgor pressure. My calculations showed that 
actin and myosin forces alone could account for the force required to invaginate a patch 
of diameter 20nm against turgor pressure. These calculations set a premise for further 
investigation into the precise size of an endocytic invagination and the orientation of 
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Figure 35. Requirement and regulation of actin polymerization. The schematic 
highlights important discoveries made in this thesis. Phenomena I, II and III are detailed 




actin filaments around the invagination through enhanced EM approaches. An 
invagination of diameter 50nm, for example, as seen in earlier studies, requires much 
higher forces that cannot be accounted for by acto-myosin forces. What factors then are 
required for force production? BAR-domain proteins?  
 
It is curious why yeast cells have used dynamin-like proteins to tubulate intracellular 
organelles like mitochondria but have resorted to actin polymerization forces to 
invaginate the plasma membrane. One possible explanation might lie in the small 
diameter of yeast endocytic vesicles that precludes the requirement for dynamin. The 
failure to observe scission under reduced actin polymerization indicates a role of actin 
polymerization in the scission process. Does actin act as a force producer or a scaffolding 
protein during scission? Certain BAR domain proteins have been implicated in 
participating in the scission. These BAR domain proteins also regulate actin 
polymerization. Some open questions that remain are – is it actin polymerization activity 
or the membrane deforming activity of the BAR domain that is responsible for scission? 
One way to address these possibilities would be to mutate either the BAR domains that 
prevent oligomerization of the protein or the actin polymerization regions to dissect the 
role of the different domains. 
 
The discovery that actin polymerization promotes endocytosis in cells with high turgor 
pressure might explain differences in the requirement of actin polymerization observed in 
mammalian cells. For example the observation that actin plays a more active role in 
adherent cells but not in cells in suspension (Fujimoto et al., 2000) might be because of 
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the larger forces that are needed to overcome for deforming the plasma membrane. A 
reinvestigation into the role of actin at various stages of endocytosis in mammalian cells 
is required taking into account differences in membrane adhesion and osmotic properties 
of cells.  
 
New insights into the function of nuclear actin filaments 
 
Actin is a multifunctional protein that plays a role not only as a cytoskeletal element in 
the cytoplasm but is also involved in a multitude of functions inside the nucleus such as 
transcriptional regulation, maintenance of chromatin and nuclear architecture and nucleo-
cytoplasmic transport. Even though the function of nuclear actin filaments has been 
relatively well established, previous studies have failed to identify forms of nuclear actin 
filaments similar to those found in the cytoplasm; in particular they have failed to 
visualize phalloidin stained actin filaments in the nucleus. This has led to the hypothesis 
that nuclear actin filaments might exist in other forms with slightly different 
conformation that renders it undetectable by phalloidin. This thesis provides the first 
evidence of phalloidin stained nuclear actin filaments in the S.pombe nucleus. This 
discovery puts to rest the debate whether actin filaments in the nucleus can be similar to 
cytoplasmic filaments. I show that actin structures in the S.pombe nucleus are dynamic 
and can associate with yet unknown nuclear territories. I have also shown that an excess 
of nuclear actin leads to defects in nuclear architecture and may cause delays in 
chromosome segregation during the metaphase stage of mitosis.  
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This marks only the beginning of explorations into the roles of nuclear actin using 
S.pombe as a model system. It would be important to address the nature of the actin rich 
nuclear domains – whether they are sites of actin polymerization or sites of transcription 
that actin associates with. Co-localization studies with known transcription associated 
proteins would be useful to address those questions. Another open question is whether 
actin filaments are nucleated inside the nucleus or transported from the cytoplasm. NPFs 
like JMY in mammalian cells are present inside the nucleus (Zuchero et al., 2009). Is 
there are similar nucleator in yeast? Or can actin interacting proteins such as mid1 in the 
nucleus act as a hub for polymerizing actin? And if f-actin is indeed transported into the 
nucleus, what is the transport mechanism? On a functional level, we need to investigate 
how excess actin can modulate transcription at a genome wide level and at particular 
gene locus. Large-scale microarray analyses of gene expression levels in the presence or 
absence of nuclear actin will allow a better idea of global versus local effects on gene 
regulation.  
 
In closing, although the mechanisms of actin polymerization have been widely studied, 
this thesis has addressed novel components, mechanisms, localization and requirements 
of actin polymerization. These new models of actin polymerization regulation and novel 
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In vitro actin polymerization assays with dip1p 
 
 
Our in vivo results suggested that dip1p triggers actin polymerization downstream of 
wsp1p recruitment. Mammalian WISH/DIP strongly enhances N-WASp dependent 
Arp2/3 activation (Fukuoka et al, JCB 2001). Therefore, we wished to see if S.pombe 
dip1p enhanced S.pombe wsp1p (WASp)- mediated arp2/3 activation in vitro. His- 
tagged dip1p was purified from E.coli. His-tagged S.pombe wsp1p was purified from 
both S.cerevesiae and E.coli. However due to a slight contamination of the yeast purified 
wsp1p with the arp2/3 complex, the protein purified from bacteria was used. To 
overcome a large amount of degradation of wsp1p in E.coli, a dual pull-down purification 
method was used by double tagging wsp1p at both the N- and C-termini and eventually 
cleaving off one of the tags after purification. S.cerevisiae Arp2/3 complex and rabbit 
skeletal actin was used in the following assays.  
 
 
(i) S.pombe wsp1p, unlike mammalian WASp, is not autoinhibited 
 
Full length mammalian WASp is unable to enhance Arp2/3p mediated actin 
polymerization due to its existence in an autoinhibitory state through intramolecular 
bonds between the N and the C termini. Interaction with proteins such as Cdc42 and PIPs 
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allow for the unfolding of this autoinhibitory state into an open conformation that can 
then bind to the arp2/3 complex and subsequently its activation. Another family of 
Arp2/3p activators- the SCAR/WAVE- is inhibited by a complex of proteins that keep it 
in a closed inhibited conformation. However purified WAVE protein does not show any 
auto-inhibition. Budding yeast WASp, Las17p, similar to the mammalian WAVE 
complex, also does not show auto-inhibition and the full-length protein is capable of 
activating Arp2/3p mediated actin polymerization to the same extent as the VCA domain 
of Las17p. We found S.pombe wsp1p similar to Las17p (Figure A1.ai. purple graph) and 
WAVE – the full-length form was able to activate Arp2/3 to a great extent (Figure A1.ai. 
green and orange graphs). However it remains to be determined whether the VCA 




(ii) Dip1p does not enhance wsp1p’s ability to activate arp2/3 mediated actin 
polymerization 
 
Addition of full length S.pombe wsp1p greatly enhanced arp2/3p mediated actin 
polymerization in vitro. However addition of a range of concentrations of dip1p did not 
affect the rate of actin polymerization in the presence of wsp1p (Figure A1.aii.). We 
cannot definitely rule out dip1p’s effect on wsp1p activation since its interaction might be 
different with S.pombe arp2/3p complex and S.pombe actin. It is also likely that the role 
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of dip1p in vivo is a purely temporal one and therefore will not be revealed in any in vitro 
kinetic assay using a large surplus of proteins.  
 
 
(iii) Dip1p does not interact with F-actin in vitro 
 
We also tested whether S.pombe dip1p, like mammalian WISH/DIP proteins, interact 
with F-actin. We performed a F-actin pelleting assay with rabbit skeletal actin and 
purified dip1p. Dip1p did not pellet with F-actin but remained in the supernatant. Since 
this assay is not sensitive to barbed-end interactions, we performed a barbed end binding 
assay. Dip1p failed to show interaction with actin filament barbed ends in this assay. It is 
still possible that dip1p has a weak affinity to F-actin or a specific affinity to S.pombe 
actin and much higher concentrations of dip1p or the use of S.pombe actin might have 
been required to show a positive interaction (Figure A1.b).   
 
 
2-hybrid interaction studies with dip1p 
 
We tested direct interaction of dip1p with other proteins involved in actin polymerization 
using a yeast 2-hybrid system. Dip1p did not show interaction with the actin patch 
resident Arp2/3p activators wsp1p and myo1p  (Figure A2). We did not test for 
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Figure A1. Bacterially purified dip1p does not show any effect on WASp and 
Arp2/3p mediated actin polymerization. 
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          dip1p 

















Figure A1. (a) (i) graph showing the fluorescence readout over time from an in vitro 
actin polymerization assay with S.cerevisiae arp2/3p  and S.cerevisiae Las17p, with 
S.cerevisiae arp2/3  and S.pombe wsp1p and with S.cerevisiae arp2/3  and bacterially 
purified S.pombe wsp1p and dip1p. (ii) Same as above but with varying molar ratios of 
dip1p to wsp1p. (b) (i) F-actin pelleting assay. Lanes 1-4 are supernatants of samples 1-4, 
Lanes 5-8 are pellets of samples 1-4. Sample 1: 0.5µM dip1p + 16µM F-actin, sample 2: 
0.5µM dip1p + 2µM F-actin, sample 3: 0.5µM dip1p + 0µM F-actin, sample 4: 0.06µM 
dip1p (approx) + 2µM F-actin (ii) competitive actin barbed end capping assay with 


























Figure A2. Dip1p does not show positive 2-Hybrid interaction with actin nucleation 
activators, myo1p and wsp1p. 1. Dip1LRR-GAD empty-GBD 2. Myo1C-term GBD 
empty GAD 3. Dip1-GAD empty-GBD 4. Myo1C-term-GBD dip1LRR-GAD 5. Myo1C-
term-GBD dip1-GAD 6. Wsp1N-term-GAD myo1-GBD 7. Wsp1VCA-GBD myo1-GAD 
8. Wsp1N-term -GBD myo1-GAD (positive control) 9. Wsp1VCA-GBD dip1-GAD 10. 
Wsp1VCA-GAD myo1-GBD 11. Myo1C-term-GAD wsp1-GBD 12. Wsp1-GBD empty-
GAD 13. Dip1-GAD wsp1-GBD 14. Dip1LRR-GAD wsp1-GBD 15. Wsp1VCA-GBD 
empty-GAD 16. Wsp1N-term-GBD empty-GAD 17. Wsp1N-term-GBD dip1-GAD 18. 





















MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
F-actin pelleting assay 
A low speed F-actin co-sedimentation assay was performed as described in Goode et al., 
1999. Briefly 0µM, 2µM and 16µM rabbit skeletal actin (Cytoskeleton Inc) was 
incubated with 0.5µM bacterially purified dip1p or 0.06µM tpm1p in actin 
polymerization buffer for 10 minutes at room temperature in a final volume of 20µl. The 
samples were then spun for 10 mins at 900000rpm at 25˚C. The supernatant and pellet 
were then loaded on SDS-PAGE gels. 
 
2-Hybrid analysis 
pGAD and pGBD vectors were used to construct plasmids for 2-hybrid analysis and were 
transformed into S.cerevisiae strain with -leu -trp -his auxotrophies. Strains containing 
both plasmids were then selected in SD -leu -trp plates. 2-hybrid interaction was assessed 
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Dip1p fragment analysis 
 
The only domain conserved between mammalian and S.pombe dip1p is the Leucine 
Rich Region. We constructed various deletions within the dip1 gene (schematic 
shown in Figure B1.a) to test whether any of the fragments, including the LRR, 
could complement a dip1∆ phenotype. The fragments were expressed from a 
plasmid containing a medium strength nmt1 promoter tagged with GFP. The 
induced cells were stained with Alexa-fluor Phalloidin or treated with 200µM LatA 
to visualize localization of the dip1p fragments (LatA inhibits any dip1p movement 
allowing easy visualization of dip1p at the cortex). Full-length dip1p expressed 
from a plasmid localized to dots on the cell cortex in dip1∆ (Figure B1.b) as well as 
in WT (Figure B1.c) cells. Phalloidin staining showed that the plasmid expression 
was able to rescue the actin patch defect in dip1∆ cells. None of the other 
fragments, including the LRR, were sufficient to rescue the dip1∆ phenotype and 
were unable to localize to cortical structures. This suggested that the entire protein 
is required to localize and function during endocytosis. Dip1p is predicted to form a 
small globular protein about the size of actin and it is possible that deleting any part 
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Figure B1. Dip1p fragment analysis. (a) Schematic representation of dip1p fragments 
(I-VI) constructed. LRR = Leucine Rich Region. Not drawn to scale. (b)  (Left) Images of 
GFP tagged dip1p fragments I-VI expressed in dip1∆ cells under medium strength nmt1 
promoter (pRep42). Cells were induced for 20 hours at 25˚C followed by 5 mins of 
200µM LatA treatment. (Right) Images of same cells as (left) after staining with Alexa-
fluor Phalloidin. (c) (Left) Images of GFP tagged dip1p fragments I-VI expressed in 
wildtype cells under medium strength nmt1 promoter (pRep42). Cells were induced for 
20 hours at 25˚C followed by 5 mins of 200µM LatA treatment. (Right) Images of same 













Characterization of pan1 WH2 mutant 
 
Pan1p is a weak activator of the arp2/3p complex containing a WH2 domain that interacts 
with actin filaments (Duncan et al., 2001; Toshima et al., 2005). Pan1p appears early 
during endocytosis in a complex with sla1p and end3p (Tang et al., 2000), and interacts 
with the arp2/3p complex and myosin type I (Barker et al., 2007)(Sirotkin unpublished). 
Pan1p N-terminus inhibition of the C-terminus has also been shown (Barker et al., 2007). 
Deletion of the full-length gene is lethal, however deletion of the C-terminus containing 
the WH2 and A domains results in defects in actin polymerization (Sirotkin unpublished), 
with phenotypes similar to dip1∆. We characterized the pan1∆WH2 mutant in fission 
yeast to determine whether there might be a relationship between dip1p and pan1p.  
 
 
Pan1∆ WH2 shows defects in actin polymerization at endocytic sites 
 
We constructed a GFP tagged pan1 mutant strain lacking the WH2 domain. Cells were 
viable and did not show any growth or morphological defects. The mutant protein was 
efficient at localizing to endocytic sites with similar numbers at the cortex compared to 
the full-length protein. We analyzed the recruitment of actin in these mutants by imaging 
crn1-Tomato. Compared to wildtype cells, the localization of crn1p was severely 
disrupted and looked very similar to a dip1 mutant phenotype.  
 181 
Figure C1. Pan1∆ WH2 mutants show defects in actin polymerization at endocytic 
sites. (a) Spot dilution assay of the indicated strains at 30˚C and 36˚C. (b) Single confocal 
plane image showing localization of pan1∆WH2-YFP and crn1-Tomato in pan1∆WH2. 
(c) Quantitation of the number of pan1p and crn1p patches in wildtype and pan1∆WH2 




Future studies will include an analysis of dynamics of endocytic proteins in pan1∆WH2, 
interaction studies between dip1p and pan1p, pan1p and F-actin and potential regulation 
of pan1p function by dip1p. The known interaction of pan1 WH2 domain with F-actin in 
budding yeast and our analyses of the pan1∆WH2 mutant are promising leads to test a 
model where dip1p regulates the recruitment of the ‘mother’ actin filament to the pan1 























MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Strains and genetic methods 
The S. pombe strains used in this study are listed in Supplemental Table 1.  Standard 
methods for S. pombe media and genetic manipulations were used (Moreno et al., 1991). 
Tagged and deletion strains were constructed using a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-
based approach and confirmed by analytical PCR (Bahler et al., 1998). 
The pan1∆WH2 strain was constructed by replacing amino acids 1748-1794 containing 
the WH2 domain (aa1748-1765) with a GFP tag in the FC420 strain background. 
 
Microscopy and image analysis 
Microscopy was performed using a spinning disc confocal inverted microscope with a 
Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera (Pelham and Chang, 2001) using a 100X oil objective, and 
images were acquired, processed and analyzed with the ImageJ software (National 
Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). All strains were grown to log phase in YE5S media at 










Table 1. LIST OF STRAINS USED IN THESE STUDIES 
 












































h+ ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h- KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1 
h+ myo1-YFP-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h+ crn1-Tomato-NatMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h- GFP-syb1-KanMX6 ade6- leu1- 
arc5-mCherry-NatMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
wsp1::KanMX6; GFP-syb1-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h+ for3-3GFP-ura4+ ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h- for3::KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h- end4::ura4+ leu1-  
h+ sla1-GFP-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::KanMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::KanMX6; KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1 ade6-M216 leu1-32 
ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; arc5-mCherry-NatMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1; arc5-mCherry-NatMX4 ade6-M216 
leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1; arc5-mCherry-NatMX4 
dip1::NatMX4; GFP-syb1-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
KanMX6-Pdip1-GFP-dip1 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
for3-3GFP-ura4+; KanMX6-nmt1-Tomato-dip1 ade6-M216 leu1-32 
ura4-D18  
KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1; KanMX6-nmt1-Tomato-dip1 ade6-
M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1; myo1-YFP-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-
32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4;KanMX6- Pwsp1:mYFP-wsp1; myo1-YFP-KanMX6 
ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
end4::ura4+; KanMX6-nmt1-Tomato-dip1 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
end4::ura4+; KanMX6-Pwsp1-mYFP-wsp1 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-
D18  
end4::ura4+; myo1-YFP-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; sla1-GFP-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; myo1-YFP-KanMX6 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; arc5-mCherry-NatMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
wsp1::ura+ ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; wsp1::ura4+ ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; sla1-GFP-KanMX6; crn1-Tomato-NatMX4 ade6-M216 
leu1-32 ura4-D18  








































































leu1-32 ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; wsp1::ura4+; sla1-GFP-KanMX6; crn1-Tomato-
NatMX4 ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18  
h + sla1-GFP:KanMX6; crn1-Tomato:NatMX4 
gpd1::ura+; sla1-GFP:KanMX6 
myo1::ura4+; sla1-GFP:KanMX6; crn1-Tomato:NatMX4 
wsp1::ura4+; sla1-GFP:KanMX6; crn1-Tomato:NatMX4 
dip1::KanMX6; for3::KanMX6 
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6;cdc12-3GFP:KanMX6 
dip1::NatMX; for3::KanMX6; cdc12-112 
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; fus1::KanMX6 
dip1::KanMX6; for3::kanMX6; nmt41:CHD GFP:leu  
nmt41:GFP_CHD:leu1 ade-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; myo1-GFP:kanMX6  
h- myo1-GFP(kanMX)  ade6-M216  leu1-32  ura4-D18   
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; fim1-GFP:KanMX6 
fim1-GFP:KanMX6 
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; [pRep42:cdc8-GFP] 
h- [pREP42-GFP-cdc8]  ade6-M210  leu1-32  ura4-D18  
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; nup107-GFP:KanMX6 
nup107-Tomato:NanMX6 
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; ndc80-GFP:KanMX6 
h+ ndc80-GFP:KanMX6 
dip1::NatMX4; for3::KanMX6; SV40-atb2:GFP:leu+ 
dip1::NatMX4; SV40-atb2:GFP:leu+ 
for3::KanMX6; SV40-atb2:GFP:leu+ 
nup107-GFP:KanMX6:SV40-atb2:GFP:leu+ 
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